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Co-chairs, Commissioners, and staff of the National Oil Spill Commission, thank you for the
opportunity to testify today. My name is Carter Roberts, and I am President and CEO of the
World Wildlife Fund (WWF). For almost 50 years, WWF has been protecting the future of
nature. Today we are the largest multinational conservation organization in the world, with
programs in more than 100 countries, 1.2 million members in the United States, and more than 5
million members worldwide. WWF’s unique way of working combines global reach with a
foundation in science, involves action at every level from local to global, and ensures the
delivery of innovative solutions that meet the needs of both people and nature.

WWF currently has offices in 57 countries, with staff in all eight of the Arctic nations: Canada,
Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway, Russia, Sweden, and the United States. We have worked in
the Arctic for decades and, in 1992, created an International Arctic Programme to facilitate
WWF’s activities in the region. In the United States, WWF US has contributed to Alaskan
conservation for over 20 years and opened a Bering Sea field office in the state in 1999. We now
have staff in Homer, Juneau, Anchorage, and Kamchatka, Russia, working collectively to
address issues affecting the Bering, Beaufort, and Chukchi seas.

I. INTRODUCTION

This spring and summer, WWF watched with the world as the Deepwater Horizon rig exploded,
oil gushed and spread, and containment and clean up efforts commenced. These events were
sobering reminders of the dangers of offshore drilling, of the difficulties of removing oil from
water, saving marine life, and protecting jobs and communities, and of the need for fundamental
change.



Unfortunately the impacts of oil and gas development go far beyond blowouts like the one we
just experienced. While we recognize that the probability of a worst case scenario oil spill like
the Deepwater Horizon remains low, we also recognize that the ecological and socioeconomic
impacts when such spills occur are severe. In addition to these relatively low probability events,
offshore oil and gas development continues to be plagued by higher probability problems,
including chronic small spills and the currently standard impacts of seismic activities and drilling
on air and water quality and wildlife populations. While offshore oil and gas activity is
inherently risky - due to the unpredictable behavior of hydrocarbons deep within the earth as
well inevitable human and mechanical error - offshore drilling is far more dangerous than it need
be, because of laws that put too much emphasis on expedient development, a Federal agency that
is too close to the industry it regulates, and the lack of a coherent system to ensure sensible
planning and ocean resource protection and management across possible uses. It’s time for a
change both in the way the nation approaches offshore oil and gas development and ocean
conservation overall.

While we support the critical work of our colleagues targeted specifically to the Gulf and to
nationwide reform, WWF is continuing our decades’ long focus on protecting the Arctic as one
of the last pristine environments on earth. Today, the Arctic is one of the world’s most valuable
and unspoiled regions, with millions of migratory birds and marine mammals including walrus,
bowhead and beluga whales, bearded and ringed seals, and polar bears. The region is also home
to Native American communities, dependent on the health of the environment and wildlife
populations. The Arctic is also a vital component of the global processes that regulate global
temperatures.

However, the Arctic is undergoing significant change. Nowhere on Earth are the effects of
ocean acidification and global climate change more apparent and alarming than in the polar
region. Sea ice is currently both thinning and receding and frozen ground is thawing, altering
fundamental ecosystem function and making once unreachable areas accessible to development
for the first time.

We have a chance in the Arctic to define what a 21st century approach to conservation should
look like, rather than allowing oil and gas and other development activities to proceed without
the necessary side bars and without a broader dialogue about what areas should be protected,
what uses should and should not be allowed - where and under what conditions, and how to
minimize environmental harm overall. Before the United States pushes oil development even
further into frontier areas offshore, like the Arctic, our nation should embrace an overall
commitment to go forward only with a rational, science-based, and transparent decision-making
process that is based on integrated management plans, clear environmental standards, and
appropriate response capacity. These tools, as described below, are critical in the Arctic and
nationwide.
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II. PROBLEMS OF THE CURRENT OFFSHORE OIL AND GAS PLANNING AND
PERMITTING SYSTEM

Decisions to lease have been made without regard to any overarching national ocean policy or
ocean management plan, as none has existed for US waters. Instead, these decisions are made
pursuant to the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act (OCSLA), which prioritizes resource
extraction over other values. For example, OCSLA requires the Secretary to grant an exploration
permit, unless the activity would probably cause serious harm to human health or the
environment. In addition, there are no standards contained in OCSLA to ensure a healthy
ecosystem, or against which the goal of "expeditious" development of oil and gas resources can
be balanced.

Decisions about when and where to lease have been made primarily by the former MMS alone:
resource agencies with expertise and management responsibility over marine and coastal
resources, such as NOAA, USGS, USFWS and EPA, have only a limited role in decisions
regarding oil and gas planning and development. For example, NOAA, FWS, and EPA
comment on draft 5-year plans, but do not provide input into initial plan formulations. The
comments are given scant attention by MMS in shaping planning and permitting decisions. This
system does not reinforce the important role that trust resource agencies should play, but instead
marginalizes these agencies, their expertise, and their trust responsibilities, rendering their
contribution less significant in their own eyes as well as that of the regulating agency.

MMS has sold the rights to develop oil and gas in large areas of the nation’s marine
environment, with only a minimal understanding of the underlying environmental and
subsistence resources and the overall significance of the areas sold. In addition, the existing
science we do have has not been incorporated into management decisions, and environmental
information that has been gleaned from on-going studies has not been integrated into the
decision-making process. This lack of baseline information and science-based decision-making
has been particularly stark in Alaska, where the government leased 30 million acres in the
Chukchi Sea in 2008 - an area the size of the state of New York - even though the MMS
acknowledged that much about the ocean’s environment and the impacts of oil and gas activity
were unknown. Information about the potential effects of exploration plans is particularly
meager, due to the extremely abbreviated environmental reviews that currently occur within the
30 day time-frame for exploration plan approvals. The arbitrary nature of oil and gas planning in
the Arctic is made clear by the fact that while the administration was opening up large areas in
the Arctic to oil and gas development, it was simultaneously closing the very same areas to
commercial fishing, based on the concern that too little was understood about the marine
environment to provide a sufficient basis for proper management.

Finally, we are not prepared for a major blowout in the Arctic. While the Gulf blowout has
demonstrated that response is difficult even in a well-developed area and under relatively mild
weather conditions, the risks of drilling in the Arctic are even greater. A blowout in the Gulf of
Mexico is like having a heart attack in New York City; there are plenty of first responders and
top flight medical professionals within blocks. Yet even in the Gulf, response was severely
hampered by a variety of factors, and a large part of the oil released was not recovered. However
a blowout in the Arctic would be like having heart attack at the North Pole.



III. EXPANSION INTO THE ARCTIC

Offshore oil and gas development in the US started over 50 year ago in the Gulf of Mexico, with
exploration activities beginning almost 100 years ago. Since then, the network of pipes and
platforms has steadily expanded, with over 50,000 wells drilled and over 3,000 active platforms
in operation today. Over time, exploration drilling spread to the Atlantic and Pacific coasts, and,
in the 1980s, to Alaska. A long period of quiet followed this brief national boom, with no
seismic activity or drilling offshore in the Arctic, and Congressional and Presidential moratoria
put in place to protect Bristol Bay and the Atlantic and Pacific coasts from development.

A. Offshore oil and gas plans and sales in the Arctic

Recently industry interest and leasing in the Arctic has dramatically increased. The rising price
of oil and the decreasing availability of easily reached reserves have made the expense of
reaching remote areas such as the Arctic more economically viable. In the Beaufort Sea, 1.1
million acres are currently leased. The Chukchi Sea, which is even more remote, was opened to
leasing in 2008 for the first time in more than a decade and 2.7 million acres were sold.
Numerous companies have conducted seismic surveys in the Beaufort and Chukchi Seas
annually for the past few years.

The sales of these leases have been riddled with controversy, and many lawsuits have been
brought, demonstrating the systemic problems with the way OCS development is currently
managed. Courts have held that oil and gas decisions offshore in Alaska have been unsound and
invalid at each stage of the process that has occurred so far:

¯ In April of 2009, the circuit court in DC found the current 5-year plan invalid, because it
did not properly consider the environmental sensitivity of the Arctic.

¯ Recently, an Alaska court found that the Chukchi Sea lease sale, which is part of that
invalid 5-year plan, was based on an incomplete environmental analysis that failed to
consider the impacts of offshore gas development and failed to consider the importance
of the vast scientific data gaps.

¯ Decisions at the exploration stage have also been unsound. The 9th circuit enjoined initial
drilling plans three years ago, finding that the environmental analysis supporting that
permit was also likely to be invalid (Shell withdrew its plans and the case was later
dismissed as moot). A legal challenge to new drilling plans this year is still in litigation.

It is significant that despite the highly deferential process of judicial review of agency oil and gas
decisions, courts have found the offshore oil and gas program in Alaska to be a failure at every
stage. Additionally illuminating is the fact that the central question in the current exploration
plan litigation is whether MMS can properly assume that the risk of a blowout at exploration is
so remote that the environmental impacts need not be considered at that stage. The Gulf blowout
soberly reminds us that we must consider and prepare for these impacts.



The flaws in the process as demonstrated by the litigation, a recent GAO report examining the
MMS Alaska Region’s practices withrespect to environmental impact analysis, and various
news media investigations are deeply concerning.1 The investigations find that MMS
management changed the conclusions of and suppressed warnings from its own scientists that
offshore drilling in the Arctic Ocean could harm wildlife. Management also withheld key
information about planned activities from analysts, making it impossible for the staff to
effectively assess environmental impacts and less likely that environmental concerns would be
identified. Many agency personnel left to work in the industry and now are regulated by their
former colleagues and friends.

B. President Obama takes steps toward a more precautionary approach

The haphazard stampede to develop the Arctic was finally slowed by the Obama administration
when, on March 31 of this year, the administration announced that:

¯ Bristol Bay would be withdrawn from consideration from leasing
¯ No additional lease sales would occur under the current 5-year plan, which ends in 2012,

and
¯ Additional leases for the 2012-2017 plan would be contingent on the results of a USGS

study, including an analysis of the sensitivity of Chukchi and Beaufort seas to exploration
and development and production activities.

However, this initial step towards more deliberate planning was somewhat undermined by the
administration’s concurrent decision to:

Maintain the 2.7 million acres in the Chukchi Sea that had already been sold and
Affirm a decision made a few months earlier to approve Shell’s plans to drill exploration
wells in 2010 in the Chukchi and Beaufort Seas.

C. The Deepwater Horizon disaster, a timeout for drilling in the Arctic, and the need for
change

Three weeks after the President’s announcement, on April 20th, our nation’s greatest
environmental disaster began. On May 27, in light of the tragedy in Gulf of Mexico, the
Secretary of the Interior halted this year’s Arctic drilling plans, citing the "need for further
information-gathering, evaluation of proposed drilling technology, and evaluation of oil spill
response capabilities for Arctic waters."

WWF commends the administration’s steps towards a more rigorous and deliberate process and
encourages the Administration and Congress to grant permanent protection to Bristol Bay, our

1 See, e.g., the recent GAO report: http://wwwl,qao.,~ovlnew.items/d 10276.pdf. See also recent media coverage
including: Tracking down Minerals Management Service’s dysfimctional history of drilling oversight,
http:llwww.denverpost.com/headlines/ci_15236764; U.S. agency overseeing oil drilIb~g ignored warnings of risks,
http:~www.washingt~np~st.c~m/wp-dyn/c~ntent~artic~e/2~5~24~AR2~524~974-pf.htm~; U.S. Said to Allow Drilling
Without Needed PetTnits, http://www.nytimes.com/2010/05/14/us/14agency.html?partner=rss&emc=rss&src=igw.



nation’s fish-basket. However, under existing leases in the Beaufort and Chukchi seas, an area
the size of New England and New York combined remains open to development, and thus far,
seismic and other pre-exploratory drilling activities have continued in the Arctic this summer
without significant change or reform.

Without addressing the root causes of our flawed system, the government is likely to continue
down the path of irrational development of the vast areas in the Arctic Ocean that have already
been leased. Fortunately, we have the opportunity to really think through what uses we do and
do not want to allow, including where and under what conditions, and to protect the so far
relatively pristine ecosystem of America’s Arctic, before the Chukchi and Beaufort seas become
the Gulf of Mexico.

IV. THE NEED TO TRANSITION TO SMART, INFORMED CHOICES NATIONWIDE

It is time to put in place a smarter, safer approach to oil and gas exploration and development,
where and when it occurs, and to ocean conservation overall. The spill in the Gulf has reminded
us of the real world consequences of our addiction to fossil fuels. These potential impacts
include catastrophic events, chronic small spills, and damage to air and water quality and marine
life caused by seismic activity and the byproducts of exploration and production drilling.
Unfortunately, there are also indirect impacts of oil and gas activity. Unfettered burning of fossil
fuels is creating massive, global changes in the Earth’s climate system and basic ocean
conditions. The effects of greenhouse gas pollution, including changes to ocean pH,
temperature, currents, and the availability of nutrients to marine life, are already disrupting
marine environments around the world, including the fisheries on which billions of people
depend. Reducing these threats requires that we shift to a clean energy path, a transition that will
be accelerated by putting a price on carbon.

While we cannot afford to ignore this much larger elephant in the room, we understand that some
reliance on fossil fuels, including from domestic sources, will likely continue for many years. It
is in this context that we ask the Commission to recommend specific changes to OCSLA as well
as the way we approach ocean conservation and management overall, including how oil and gas
development affects other ocean uses and values. The type of OCSLA reforms we have
provided below and the need to shift away from single sector management to integrated
approaches are crucial for protecting America’s Arctic and our oceans nationwide.

While the reforms we discuss below are broadly applicable, the need to advance them is
particularly significant in the Arctic. This is the result of not just the pristine nature of the
environment, the impending spread of extractive uses as Arctic waters melt, and the opportunity
to put in place 21st century conservation strategies before development advances, but also
because of two fundamental challenges to responsible offshore oil and gas exploration and
development in the Arctic, specifically that:

¯ The Arctic has the most limited capacity for oil spill response of any region in the
country, due to the extreme weather and the remote location, and



Environmental information about the arctic ecosystem is exceptionally sparse, which
makes it difficult for us to fully understand what we are putting at risk or how we might
mitigate that risk.

Factors related to containment and cleanup in the Arctic and implications of a lack of baseline
data are discussed below.

V. RESPONSE CAPACITY IN THE ARCTIC

The Arctic is a remote and sparsely populated place, with limited infrastructure, equipment,
personnel, and capacity to deal with an offshore event. There are no Coast Guard facilities or
personnel in the Arctic; no roads and no. large ports. Response in the Arctic is particularly
challenging because of the weather and ice conditions. The temperature drops below freezing on
most days of the year, and oil spill clean-up techniques are hampered by freezing and foggy
conditions. Because the ocean begins to ice-over in October, no response efforts, including
relief-well drilling, can occur after that time until the summer melt. There are many situations
under which containment and clean up would not be possible at all. This is called a "response
gap" and exists in all places, but is greatest in the Arctic.

Cleaning up oil spills in Arctic waters is also more difficult than in the Gulf because we do not
have sufficient technologies to identify, track, access or remove oil from icy waters. We also
lack basic information about how oil behaves on or below icy waters, which is critical to
designing effective clean up and containment methods and strategies.

VI. LACK OF SCIENTWIC INFORMATION ABOUT THE ARCTIC ENVIRONMENT

One of the primary challenges in managing our Arctic marine resources is the lack of sufficient
scientific information on the composition, structure, and functioning of the marine ecosystems.
Baseline information is inadequate and outdated. For example, there are no reliable estimates of
the stocks of ringed seals, spotted seals, ribbon seals, Pacific walrus, and minke whales.
Additionally, there is inadequate information on the feeding, resting, and migration habitats of
these species. Even when scientific information is available on Arctic species, it is often
outdated or limited only to data collected during ice-free seasons. This lack of up to date
information is exacerbated by the rapid pace of climate change in the Arctic. Ice cover and water
temperature play critical roles in determining basic Arctic marine ecology, but those factors have
changed dramatically in the last fifteen years and are continuing to change at a startling pace.

Moreover, there is insufficient information on potential impacts of routine activities and of
accidental oil spills in the Arctic environment, and there is inadequate monitoring of ongoing
effects. For example, scientists do not have a solid understanding of the potential effects of
sound on marine mammals, especially long-term and sub-lethal effects, or of the effects of
exposure to increasing levels of noise across years. In addition, the toxicity of oil to most Arctic
marine species is unknown.
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VII. THE ROLE OF COASTAL AND MARINE SPATIAL PLANNING

The President’s July 19, 2010 Executive Order, Stewardship of the Ocean, Our Coasts, and the
Great Lakes, set the nation on a path towards achieving a more integrated, cross sectoral
approach to ocean conservation and management, with the protection, maintenance, and
restoration of ocean, coastal, and Great Lakes ecosystems and resources a core goal and coastal
and marine spatial planning identified as a key tool to achieve that goal across proposed offshore
activities. WWF strongly believes that offshore oil and gas development, including in the Arctic,
must proceed only to the extent consistent with the national ocean policy and as part of an
integrated, coastal and marine spatial plan developed and adopted consistent with that policy.
This recommendation is entirely consistent with the President’s order.

The Interagency Ocean Policy Task Force, whose recommendations the President codified
through the July 19th EO, identified "environmental stewardship needs" in the Arctic as one of
nine national priority objectives. The Task Force called for development of an Arctic Strategic
Action Plan, per specified guidance, over the next year. The Task Force stated that the plan
must address "[i]mprovement of the scientific understanding of the Arctic system and how it is
changing in response to climate-induced and other changes" and "[b]etter ways to conserve,
protect, and sustainably manage Arctic coastal and ocean resources, effectively respond to the
risk of increased pollution and other environmental degradation on humans and marine species,
and adequately safeguard living marine resources."

The coastal and marine spatial planning process initiated by the President’s EO and further
specified in the Task Force recommendations should support deliberate, science-driven decisions
about how America’s Arctic will be protected and whether and under what conditions
development may proceed. Our hope is that the Arctic Strategic Action Plan itself, which will be
completed before the Arctic Coastal and Marine Spatial Plan (CMSP), will identify and set up a
process to help fill key data gaps, lay the necessary groundwork to address fundamental threats
and challenges in the region, and set sidebars for development of the Arctic CMSP. The spatial
plan should then establish a science-driven framework to:

Identify areas where development of certain kinds, like offshore oil and gas, would be
precluded, because risks of serious impact and!or ecological and socioeconomic values
are too high and
Establish an iterative process to determine where, when, how, and under what conditions
development may proceed, in a manner that will protect, maintain, and restore marine
ecosystem and resource health and in a manner that will prevent one set of uses from
excluding, conflicting with, or minimizing options for other current and future uses and
values.

Development of an Arctic CMSP should be informed by the experiences of other nations that
have undergone similar marine spatial planning processes. For instance, in Norway, fisheries
and offshore oil and gas activities are managed according to seasonal and geographic restrictions
to protect important habitats and species and certain areas are placed entirely off-limits to oil and
gas development. As the nation undergoes our own CMSP process, we should continue to
monitor results from similar efforts already underway.



VIII. REFRORMS TO SUPPORT COASTAL AND MARINE SPATIAL PLANNING AND

RESPONSIBLE OFFSHORE OIL AND GAS DEVELOPMENT WHERE IT OCCURS

The coastal and marine spatial plans that are developed under the President’s Executive Order
will provide a new structure and set of substantive requirements through which Federal agencies
may approach our ocean ecosystems and resources, through the discretion provided under
individual agency mandates, but these plans will not supplant or alter the laws currently
governing offshore activities. Thus, the current law should also be strengthened to lay the basis
for and to help reinforce effective coastal and marine spatial planning.

WWF has advocated for a number of specific OCSLA reforms to achieve these ends.

The first group of WWF’s reform recommendations will support CMSP by broadening the
current OCSLA mandate to ensure a healthy ocean ecosystem. Specifically, we ask the
Commission to provide recommendations to:

Amend OCSLA to include strong environmental standards at each stage of the
leasing process. Exploration, development, and production of energy and minerals on
the Outer Continental Shelf should only be allowed when those activities can be
accomplished in a manner that does not endanger life or health or preclude other uses of
the waters. OCSLA should be amended to require that management of the OCS be
conducted in a manner that protects economic, social, and environmental values of the
renewable and nonrenewable resources contained in the OCS. Exploration and
development permits should be granted only if the plans do not put other uses, including
current and foreseeable uses, and the health of the ocean at risk.

Require the identification and protection of environmentally sensitive areas in
advance of the 5-year planning process. Important areas must be identified and
protected before they are made available through a 5-year plan or at the lease sale stage.
NOAA should lead this process. The agency has expertise on the geographical and
temporal distribution of living marine resources, including fish and marine mammals, and
is the nation’s lead civilian, marine science agency. FWS, USGS, and the EPA should
also be involved in identifying important areas or providing other stipulations in advance
of the 5-year plan and at the lease sale stage, and in terms of stipulations, at the
exploration and development and production stages. DOI should be required to exclude
important areas designated by NOAA or other expert agencies and precluded from taking
action that would contravene the protection of these areas, including as identified through
expert agency consultations conducted at the exploration and development and
production stages.

Require sufficient and accessible clean up capacity and infrastructure, to respond to
a worst case scenario oil spill in real world conditions in a timely manner, before an
area can be leased. Areas where effective oil spill containment and clean-up is not
possible should not be leased. OCSLA should be amended to require that an area have
sufficient clean-up capacity and infrastructure before it is made available in a 5-year plan
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Good morning Chairman Graham, Chairman Reilly, and Commissioners. My name is Margaret
Caldwell. I am a member of the Stanford Law School faculty, where I direct the Environmental
and Natural Resources Law & Policy Program. I am also the Executive Director of the Center for
Ocean Solutions, a collaboration between Stanford University, the Monterey Bay Aquarium, and
the Monterey Bay Aquarium Research Institute (MBARI). The Center’s mission is to elevate the
impact of the natural, physical and social sciences on ocean policy.

I have been asked to testify today on the statutory and regulatory framework for outer continental
shelf (OCS) leasing and to identify potential changes to both minimize the likelihood of another
catastrophic oil spill and prepare the nation should another disaster occur. Thank you for this
opportunity to provide information and recommendations designed to help our nation achieve
these goals. My testimony does not reflect the opinion or analysis of Stanford University or any
of the Center for Ocean Solutions’ partner institutions; it does, however, reflect my own
conclusions and the hard work of my research assistant, Kimi Narita, and several dedicated
postdoctoral researchers I am honored to work with.

This morning, I would like to impart a critical message: the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act
(OCSLA), the statute that governs OCS decisionmaldng, can and should require science-based
planning and environmental review commensurate with the level of planning and risk of harm
posed by the action under consideration at each stage in the OCS permit review process. The
agency enforcing OCSLA, currently the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management, Regulation and
Enforcement (BOEM), should make strong scientific decisionmaking an institutional priority and
the statute that guides BOEM--OCSLA--should contain performance standards to ensure this is
the case.

We rely on our ocean and coastal ecosystems for vital jobs, food, recreation, transportation, and
energy resources.1 Unfortunately, these places are among the most threatened on the planet. In a
recent consensus statement, more than 450 scientists and policy experts found that pollution, :
resource exploitation, habitat destruction, and climate change, among other stressors, combine to

l In 2003, for example, the Gulf of Mexico’s ocean economy employed more than 562,000 people, paid wages of
more than $13.2 billion, and contributed over $32 billion to the region’s gross state product. Tourism and recreation
comprised 71 percent of the employment in the Gulf region’s 2003 ocean economy, but rely on clean healthy
ecosystems free from the kind of harm that has been caused by the BP Deepwater Horizon spill. Charles Colgan,
The Ocean Economy of the Gulf of Mexico in National Perspective, in THE CHANGING COASTALAND OCEAN
ECONOMICS OF THE UNITED STATES GULF OF MEXICO 2, 3 (J. Kildow et al., eds., 2008). This analysis relies on 2003
data from the National Ocean Economics Program (http://www.oceaneconomics.org).



degrade the health and resilience of ocean and coastal ecosystems and the vitality of the
communities that depend on them.2

President Obama recognized these problems in his June 2009 charge to the U.S. Interagency
Ocean Policy Task Force, where he also identified expanding industrial and commercial activity,
renewable energy, shipping, ~nd aquaculture as activities that will place compounding demands
on ocean and coastal ecosystems.3 He recognized these problems yet again in his 2010 Executive
Order, Stewardship of the Ocean, Our Coasts, and the Great Lakes, where he acknowledged that
the BP Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill provides a "stark reminder" of the vulnerability of our
marine ecosystems and of the nation’s reliance on them.4

While President Obama’s Executive Order, which adopts the Final Recommendations of the
Interagency Ocean Policy Task Force, establishes a policy of environmental stewardship for
future federal action, OCSLA should be reformed to align with the Executive Order and pull the
nation’.s regulatory framework for OCS activities into the twenty-first century. At a minimum,
making this change requires institutionalizing the scientific rigor and level of environmental
review necessary to address the real risks of oil and gas development.

THE OCSLA PROCESS

Overview

OCSLA governs oil and gas leasing, exploration, and production activities throughout the OCS.
OCSLA is currently written and applied to promote oil and gas development with limited
scientifically-based environmental review. I will first review how the Department of Interior has
implemented OCSLA in the past, including its process for the BP Macondo well. I will then
provide suggestions for modifying the statute to create stronger institutions for science-driven
decisionmaking and environmental review.

OCSLA requires the Secretary of the Department of the Interior (the Secretary) or his delegates,
currently the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management, Regulation and Enforcement (BOEM) and
other offices created after the breakup of the Minerals Management Service, to conduct planning
and leasing for oil and gas activity in four Stages.5

" Center for Ocean Solutions et al., Ecosystems and People of the Pacific Ocean, Threats and. Opportunities for
Action: A Scientific Consensus Statement (undated), available at
http://centerf~r~ceans~~uti~ns.~rg/sites/defau~t/~~es/pdf/c~nsensus-statement.pdf.
3 Memorandum from President Obama on National Policy for the Oceans, Our Coasts, and the Great Lakes to the

Heads of Executive Departments and Agencies (June 12, 2009), available at
http://www, whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/page/files/2OO9ocean_mem_rel.pdf.
4 Exec. Order No. 13547, 75 Fed. Reg. 43,023 (July 22, 2010), available at

http://www, whitehouse.gov/administration/eop/ceq/initiatives/oceans.
5 The Secretary of the Interior has delegated the implementation of OCSLA to a number of offices within Interior.

Until May 2010, the Secretary delegated implementation to the Minerals Management Service (MMS). BOEM is
one of three successors to the Minerals Management Service following restructuring within the Department of the
Interior pursuant to Order No. 3299, responsible for resource evaluation, planning, and other activities related to



(A Note: for the purposes of this testimony, when I discuss decisions or events that occurred
when the Minerals Management Service was responsible for implementing OCSLA, I will refer to
the relevant OCSLA agency as MMS. When I am discussing the current laws and regulations, or
making recommendations as to what the present agency should do in the future, I will refer to the
agency as the BOEM.)

In Stage 1, BOEM develops a Five-Year Leasing Program, which includes a roster of proposed
nationwide lease sales for a five year period.6 In Stage 2, BOEM evaluates and holds individual
lease sales, including soliciting bids and issuing leases, for particular tracts of the OCS.7 In
Stage 3, BOEM reviews exploration plans submitted by oil and gas developers and determines
whether to allow developers to explore for mineral resources on leased tracts.8 If, following
exploration, a developer determines that a tract holds recoverable reserves, it must submit a
Stage 4 document to BOEM for review and approval. In most regions, this document is known as
a Development and Production Plan (DPP). However, developers in the Gulf of Mexico submit
alternative documents known as Development Operations Coordination Documents (DOCDs).9

At all stages of the OSCLA process, BOEM is subject to the National Environmental Policy Act
(NEPA),10 which structures the environmental review of "major federal actions significantly
affecting the quality of the human environment." 11 NEPA requires federal agencies to take a
"hard look" at the possible environmental consequences of their actions. 12 Until its dissolution,
MMS was the "lead agency" for NEPA implementation v~ith respect to OCSLA. A number of
OCSLA provisions and MMS regulations were meant to ensure that oil and gas planning,

leasing. See Press Release, U.S. Department of the Interior, Salazar Names Senior Interior Officials to Lead
Minerals Management Service Restructuring (May 13, 2010), available at
http://www.d~i.g~v/news/pressre~eases/Sa~azar-Names-Seni~r-Interi~r-~~cia~s-t~-Lead-Minera~s-Management-
Service-Restructuring.cfm#.
6 The Five-Year Program is to be "a schedule of proposed lease sales indicating, as precisely as possible, the size,

timing, and location of leasing activity which ... will best meet national energy needs." 43 U.S.C. § 1344(a).
7 43 U.S.C. § 1337(a). OCSLA generally limits the size of lease tracts to 5760 acres, but gives the Secretary

discretion to create larger tracts if "necessary to comprise a reasonable economic production unit." § 1337(b)(1).
Several tracts may be bundled into a lease and several leases are bundled into an individual lease sale.
8 43 U.S.C. § 1340.

9 For projects in the Gulf of Mexico, project proponents submit Development Operations Coordination Documents

(DOCDs) rather than Development and Production Plans. See 30 C.F.R. § 250.200-203 (2006); U.S. DEr~. OFTHE
INTERIOR, MINERAi~S MANAGEMENT SERVICE, LEASING OIL AND GAS RESOURCES, OUTER CONTINENTAL SHELF 29
(undated), available at www.boemre.gov/ld/PDFs/GreenBook-LeasingDocument.pdf [hereinafter MMS
GREENBOOK].

1°42 U,S,C, § 4331 etseq,
li 42 U,S.C. § 4332.

~z See Kleppe v. Sierra Club, 427 U.S. 390, 410 n.21 (1976); National Audubon Society v. Department of the Navy,

422 F.3d 174, 185 (4th Cir. 2005); Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc. v. Morton, 458 F.2d 827, 838 (D.C. Cir.
1972).



leasing, and development activities comply with NEPA. 13 Figure 1, adapted from BOEM
literature, depicts the Stages of the OCSLA process as paired with the corresponding NEPA
review requirements.

rammatic EIS
Published

Figure 1: Stages of the OCSLA process paired with the corresponding NEPA review requirements, as represented
14by BEOM’s published process.

I’ll next walk you through each of the four stages of OCSLA and highlight the planning and
environmental review requirements at each stage.

Stage 1." Develop Five-Year Leasing Programs

In Stage 1, depicted in yellow in Figure 1, BOEM develops a Five-Year Leasing Program, a
nationwide list of proposed lease sales indicating the extent, timing, and locations of new OCS

13 See KRISTINA ALEXANDER, CONGRESSIONAL RESEARCH SERVICE REPORT NO. R41265, THE 2010 OIL SPILL:

MINERALS MANAGEMENT SERVICE (MMS) AND NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY ACT (NEPA) 2-3 (June 4,
2010), available at http://fpc.state.gov/documents/organization/145106.pdf. The MMS’s NEPA guidelines are
found in DOI’s Departmental Manual (DM). Id. CEQ also promulgates regulations that govern all NEPA reviews,
and the agency enforcing NEPA for a particular project develops more detailed guidelines specific to that agency.
See 40 C.F.R. Pts. 1500-08.
14 BUREAU OF OCEAN ENERGY MGMT., REGULATION AND ENFORCEMENT (BOEM), OIL AND GAS LEASING ON THE

OUTER CONTINENTAL SHELF (undated), available at http://www.boemre.gov/FDFs/5B OEMRE_Leasing 101.pdf.
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activity. The purpose of a Five-Year Leasing Program and associated NEPA review is to lay
broad plans for the next five years and to identify the potential impacts of those plans. 15 At the
end of Stage 1, no leases have been sold. However, later lease sales may only go forward if they
are included in a Five-Year Program.

Each Five-Year Program must address a range of statutory considerations including:
¯ "geographical, geological, and ecological characteristics" of OCS regions;
¯ sharing of benefits and risks among regions;
¯ other existing and proposed uses of the sea and seabed;
,, the "laws, goals, and policies of affected States"; and
. "[t]he relative environmental sensitivity and marine productivity" of OCS areas.16

Notably, OCSLA does not impose specific considerations for "frontier" areas that have not
previously been explored or developed.

At Stage 1, OCSLA requires BOEM to consult with affected state governments and the U.S.
Attorney General. BOEM must respond to their comments and provide an explanation if BOEM
deviates from their advice and recommendations. OCSLA does not require BOEM to consult
with other federal agencies at this stage.

To comply with NEPA at Stage 1, BOEM prepares an Environmental Impact Statement ~IS)
because a Five-Year Leasing Program constitutes a "major federal action."17 The Five’Year
Program relevant to recent events in the Gulf of Mexico is the 2007-2012 OCS Oil and Gas
Leasing Program, which covers all planned OCS activity nationwide.18 MMS issued an EIS for
this -Five Year Program in April 2007.19 This EIS considered environmental impacts related to
offshore drilling on a national level, meaning the geographic regions encompassed in this EIS
included not only the Gulf of Mexico, but also areas around Alaska and along the Atlantic
coast.2° Because the scope and purpose of this EIS is so broad, it is deemed a "programmatic
EIS" (PEIS). It is important to note that the environmental analysis conducted at this stage does
not contain sufficient information to adequately assess the impacts of a specific exploration plan
or drilling and production plan, intended to be reviewed in greater depth at future stages in the
process.

~51d. at3.
16 43 U.S.C. § 1344(a)(2)(A)-(H).       ,

17 DEPARTMENT OF INTERIOR (DOI), 516 DM 15, DEPARTMENTAL MANUAL-MANAGING THE NEPA PROCESS-

MINERALS MANAGEMENT SERVICE 15.4(A)(1 ) (2004), available at
http://elips.doi.gov/app_dm/act_getfiles.cfm?relnum=3625.
18 MMS, MMS 2007-003, OUTER CONTINENTAL SHELF OIL ~1; GAS LEASING PROGRAM: 2007-2012 FINAL

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT (2007), available at http://www.boemre.gov/5-year/2007-
2012FEIS~igttres2-1thru2-6.pdf [hereinafter PROGRAMMATIC EIS]; see also ALEXANDER, supra note 13, at 4.
19 PROGRAMMATIC EIS, supra note 18.

~_o Id.



Stage 2: Planning for Specific Sales

Stage 2, planning for a specific lease sale, is depicted in green in Figure 1. I want to clarify that
the phrase "specific lease sale" can be misleading because each sale typically covers a huge area
of the ocean and several leases can be bundled together into a single sale. The Lease 206 sale,
which included the BP Macondo well, covered an area of 29.8 million acres (more than 46,500
square miles) in size.21 That is bigger than the state of Pennsylvania.22

Stage 2 begins with publication in the Federal Register of a Call for Information and
Nominations23 and a Notice of Intent to Publish an EIS.a.4 During the subsequent 45-day
comment period, members of industry identify the blocks within the Five-Year Leasing Program
they want to lease. The public can also identify areas where leasing should not take place. 25
After the comment period closes, BOEM reviews the comments and defines the area for the
proposed sale, which it then analyzes in an EIS.

BOEM follows basic NEPA process when preparing the initial EIS for each Region. It publishes
a draft EIS with a 90-day public comment period, then holds public hearings. Following the
hearings, BOEM publishes a final EIS in conjunction with a 30-day comment period.

The EIS at this stage includes information like "a d.escription of the lease sale proposal," "a
detailed analysis of possible effects on the environment, including socioeconomic and
cumulative effects," and "the records of consultation and coordination with others in preparation
of the document.’’a6 BOEM has explained that it "may do a multi-sale EIS covering all sales in a
Region for a specific [Five]-Year program. After the first such sale in each planning area,
subsequent sales are covered by an environmental assessment (EA) or supplemental EIS.’’~7

Following publication of the final EIS or EA, BOEM publishes a Proposed Notice of Sale
(NOS)28 stating the time and location of the impending lease sale. OCSLA requires BOEM to
send the NOS to the Governor of any affected state for a 60-day comment period. It also requires

’-~ MMS, Miscellaneous Presale Statistics for Lease 206 (Mar. 19, 2008), available at
http://www.gomr.boemre.gov/homepg/lsesale/206/pstat206.pdf.
29_ U.S. CENSUS BUREAU, UNITED STATES SUMMARY: 2000, POPULATIONS AND HOUSING UN1T COUNTS PART 1 Table

17 (2004), available at http://www.census.gov/prod/cen2000/phc3-us-ptl.pdf.
,_3 30 C.F.R. § 255.23 requires MMS to solicit comments regarding proposed lease areas and "areas which should

receive special concern and analysis. For an oil and gas lease sale Call Area, the Director may request comments
concerning geological conditions, including bottom hazards; archaeological sites on the seabed Or nearshore;
multiple uses of the proposed leasing area, including navigation, recreation, and fisheries; and other socioeconomic,
biological, and environmental information."

z4 BOEM, supra note 14, at 2.

as Id.
~’6 Id. at3.
"-7Id"

~_8 30 C.F.R. § 256.29 (1986).



BOEM to prepare a Consistency Determination in accordance with the federal Coastal Zone
Management Act (CZMA) to ensure that the proposed lease sale is consistent with the affected
state’s coastal zone policies. States also have 60 days to respond. Assuming the states do not
object to the sale, BOEM publishes a Final Notice of Sale in the Federal Register at least 30
days prior to the sale date.29

At the lease sale stage applicable to the Macondo well, MMS prepared a Multi-Sale EIS that
covered all eleven lease sales for the Western Planning Area (Texas coast), and Central Planning
Area (Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama) of the Gulf of Mexico.3° The use of a Multi-Sale EIS
during Stage 2 is highlighted in Figure 2 in red.

Announced

Figure 2: Stages of the OCSLA process as paired with the corresponding NEPA review requirements for the Gulf of
Mexico. The solid red circles show how environmental review in the Gulf of Mexico for the BP Macondo well
deviated from what BOEM represents as their published practice. The dashed red circles show how environmental
review of the development and production process in the Gulf of Mexico deviates from this published practice. The
BP Macondo well did not reach Stage 4.

29 § 256.32 (1982). The Final Notice of Sale includes the time and location of the lease sale.

30 MMS, GULF OF MEXICO OCS Om AND GAS LEASE SALES: 2007-2012 FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

STATEMENT, Vol. I, MMS2007-018, available at http://www.gomr.mms.gov/PDFs/2007/2007-018-Voll.pdf
[hereinafter MULTI-SALE EIS]. There is a moratorium on lease sales in the Eastern Planning Area (Florida coast).
BOEM, Moratoria, http://www.boemre.gov/5-year/moratoria.htm (last visited Sept. 1, 2010).



Stage 3: Exploration plans

In Stage 3, represented in orange in Figure 1, BOEM must analyze and approve a lease
operator’s exploration plan (EP) before the operator may conduct exploratory drilling.31 An EP
may encompass multiple leases.32

OCSLA requires each EP to describe the activities that an operator will undertake, including "the
general location of.each well to be drilled" and any other information deemed "pertinent" by
BOEM.33 An EP must demonstrate that the operator will obey OCSLA, BOEM regulations, and
any additional lease provisions. It must also demonstrate that the operator will adhere to "sound
conservation practices" and that its activities will "not cause undue or serious harm or damage to
the human, marine, or coastal environment,’’34

Within 30 calendar days after deeming an EP submitted, BOEM must: (1) approve the EP;
(2) require the plan proponent to modify the plan if the plan is inconsistent with applicable
requirements or with the terms of the lease; or (3) "disapprove" the EP.35 BOEM must
disapprove an EP if it would entail activities that "would probably cause serious harm or damage
to life, including fish and other aquatic life, to property, to any mineral; to the national security or
defense, or to the marine, coastal, or human environment"; and if the proposed activities cannot
be modified to avoid the harm or damage.,36 If BOEM disapproves an EP for any of these
reasons, it may cancel the underlying lease, although it must provide compensation to the

37owner.

CEQ has authorized agencies to use categorical exclusions (CEs) to avoid preparing EAs and
EISs for "actions which do not individually or cumulatively have a significant effect on the
human environment.’’38 MMS used two categorical exclusions specifically worded to exempt
exploration activities in the Gulf of Mexico and to avoid conducting in-depth NEPA review of
the exploration plan prepared for the BP Macondo welt. This deviation from the NEPA process
is highlighted in Figure 2 by the solid red circle in Stage 3.

3143 U.S.C. § 1340(b) & (c); see also 30 C.F.R. § 250.201(a) (2007).
3z§ 1340 (c)(1).
33§ 1340(c)(3)(A)-(D).
3430 C.F.R. §~ 250.202(a)-(e) (2006). Other regulations elaborate the required contents of an EP. See, e.g., 30 C.F.R.
§§ 250.211-250.228 (providing additional information on what exploration plans must include with respect to, inter
alia, geological and geophysical information (§ 250.214); biological, physical, and socioeconomic information (§
250.216); solid and liquid waste information (§ 250.217); air emissions (§ 250.218); oil and hazardous substance
spills information (§ 250.219); environmental monitoring information (§ 250.221); lease stipulations (§ 250.222);
mitigation measures (§ 250.223); support aircraft and vessels (§ 250.224); onshore facilities (§ 250.225); Coastal
Zone Management Act information (§ 250.226); and environmental impact analysis (§ 250.227).

35 43 U.S.C. § 1340(c)(1); see also 30 C.F.R. § 250.233(b) (2009).

36 43 U.S.C. § 1340(c)(1)(A) & (B); § 1334(a)(2)(A)(i)).

37 BOEM may cancel the underlying lease, "and the lessee shall be entitled to compensation." 43 UIS.C. §

1340(c)(1)(B).
38 40 C.ER. § 1508,4 (1978); see also BOEM, National Environmental Policy (NEPA) - Categorical Exclusion

Re~)iews, http://www.boemre.gov/eppd/compliance/nepalpolicy/ce/index.htm (last visited Aug. 24, 2010).



Stage 4: Development and Production Plans or Development Operations Coordination
Documents

In Stage 4, depicted in blue in Figure 1, BOEM analyzes and approves an operator’s operating
plan.

"In any area of the outer Continental Shell other than the Gulf of Mexico" a lease operator must
submit a Development and Production Plan (DPP) and supporting materials for BOEM’s
approval before it can begin production activity. 39 In the Gulf of Mexico’s Western and Central
Planning Areas, lease operators submit Development Operations Coordination Documents
(DOCDs) instead of DPPs.4° A DPP or DOCD includes the location of the proposed wells and
facilities and a schedule of development activities.41

According to BOEM, a DOCD is the functional equivalent of a DPP,4z but by law, DPPs and
DOCDs are subject to different levels of NEPA review. OCSLA requires BOEM to "declare the
approval of a development and production plan in any area or region [of the OCS], other than the
Gulf of Mexico, to be a major Federal action?’43 The DOI Departmental Manual explicitly
excludes development and production actions in the Gulf of Mexico from the class of "Major
Actions Normally Requiring an EIS.’’44 As with exploration plans, BOEM has historically
invoked categorical exclusions that would allow a DOCD in the Central or Western Gulf of
Mexico to bypass all environmental review.45 This deviation is represented by the dashed red
circle in Figure 2.

The BP Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill occurred during the exploration stage, so this final stage of
the OSCLA process was never reached.

39 43 U.S.C. § 135 l(a)(1) (emphasis added); 30 C.F.R; § 250.204 (2006). Several types of information must

accompany the DPP including hydrogen sulfide information, air emissions information, and oiland hazardous
substance spills information. These materials must also come with the documentation for leases in the Gulf of
Mexico. 30 C.F.R. § 250.242 (2006). No oil and gas leasing is allowed in the Eastern Planning Area.
40 30 C.F.R. § 250.200-203 (2006); MMS GREENBOOK, supra note 9, at 29.

41 30 C.F.R. § 250.241 (2006).

42 BOEM, Overview of OCS Regulations, http://www.gomr.mms.gov/homepg/regulate/regs/laws/postsale.html (last

visited Aug. 24, 2010). In a Notice to Lessees after the BP Deepwater Horizon Spill, MMS similarly stated that the
regulations impose the same requirement for a DPP and a DOCD. DOI - BOEM, National Notice to Lessees and
operators of Federal Oil and Gas Leases, Outer Continental Shelf (OCS), NTL No. 2010-N06 (June 18, 2010),
available at http://www.gomr.boemre.gov/homepglregulatelregs/ntls/2O l ONTLs/l O-nOt.pdf.
43 43 U.S.C. § 1351(e)(1) (emphasis added).

44 DOI, supra note 17, at 15.4.

45 Id. at 15.4 C(10).



RECOMMENDATIONS FOR OCSLA REFORM

As you can see, the regulatory structure established by OCSLA contains a number of significant
shortcomings with respect to the role of science and environmental review. These shortcomings
are present at every stage of the planning and leasing process. To eliminate them, I recommend
the following legal and policy reforms:

1. Amend OCSLA to add protection, maintenance, and restoration of healthy and diverse
marine ecosystems to the purposes of the Act consistent with the President’s July 2010
Executive Order and the Final Recommendations of the U.S. Interagency Ocean Policy Task
Force. When safeguarding healthy and diverse ecosystems is in conflict with other OCSLA
objectives, OCSLA should prioritize ecosystem protection.

OCSLA currently contains no mandate to protect the marine environment. Instead, OCSLA
states in part that the OCS should be made available for "expeditious and orderly development,
subject to environmental safeguards.’’46 OCSLA’s "Congressional declaration of policy" frames
the protection of the marine environment primarily as a states’ rights issue’47 The importance of
protecting our oceans while conducting OCS activities is simply not captured in OCSLA.
Recent history shows that MMS interpreted OCSLA to prioritize expeditious development of the
OCS over hazard prevention and protection of coastal and marine resources. However, "[t]he
ocean, our coasts, and the Great Lakes deeply impact the lives of all Americans, whether we live
and work in the country’s heartland or along its shores.’’48 OCSLA should be amended to
include clear language that prioritizes safeguarding healthy and diverse marine and coastal
ecosystems in keeping with Executive Order 13547 and the Final Recommendations of the
Interagency Ocean Policy Task Force.

2. Amend OCSLA to designate DOI’s sister agencies with science and marine resource
expertise and responsibilitieslU.S. EPA, NOAA-NMFS, and USFWSmas cooperating
agencies for the purposes of NEPA compliance and clarify and strengthen interagency
consultation requirements, including requirements for BOEM to consult its sister agencies
early and respond in writing to consultation recommendations. Amend OCSLA to create a
rebuttable presumption that BOEM’s actions trigger consultation under both the
Endangered Species Act and the Marine Mammal Protection Act for Stages I through 4.

The role and expected outcomes for consultation between BOEM and other expert agencies is
not clear. While OCSLA requires consultation with the Attorney General and Governors of
affected states, the statute lacks any requirement for BOEM to consult with expert federal
agencies charged with marine resource protection ("federal trustee agencies"), such as National

46 43 U.S.C. § 1332(3) (emphasis added).

47 § 1332(5) ("[t]he rights and responsibilities of all States and, where appropriate, local governments, to preserve

and protect their marine, human, and coastal environments through such means as regulation of land, air, and water
uses, of safety, and of related development and activity should be considered and recognized.").
48 COUNCIL ON ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY (CEQ), FINAL RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE INTERAGENCY OCEAN POLICY

TASK FORCE 1 (2010), available at http://www.whitehouse.gov/files/documents/OPTF_FinalRecs.pdf.
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Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) -National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS),
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS), and U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA),
which all house comprehensive scientific data and expertise on ecosystems and wildlife in the
OCS and neighboring areas. Furthermore, BOE19I’s history of consultation with these agencies
to ensure compliance with laws such as the Endangered Species Act, Marine Mammal Protection
Act, and other relevant laws has been inconsistent and frequently inadequate.

Consultation requirements are found throughout the stages of the OCSLA oil and gas leasing,
exploration, and development process, but the requirements vary from stage to stage. However, it
is apparent that throughout the OCSLA process there is minimal consultation with federal trustee
agencies.

In Stage 1, during which the Five-Year Program is developed, the Secretary of the Interior must
invite and consider suggestions from any interested Federal agency,49 but there is no obligation
for federal trustee agencies to comment on theproposal and DOI is under no obligation to
respond to any comments received from them.5° Consultation with the governor of any affected
state and the Attorney General (in consultation with the Federal Trade Commission), however, is
mandatory at least 60 days before a proposed Five-Year Program is published in the Federal
Register. 51 OCSLA requires BOEM to comment if they are deviating from an affected state’s
governor’s advice and recommendations and also requires the Secretary to reply to the
Governor(s) granting or denying their requests if they :submit substantial comments requesting
program modification at least fifteen days before the Five-Year Program is submitted to
Congress.52 After 60 days, if Congress does not object to the Five-Year Program, the Secretary
may approve the program.53~-within ninety days after the Five-Year Program is published in the
Federal Register, the Attorney General may submit comments on whether the Program raises
antitrust concerns, but not on whether the Program poses potential harm to coastal and marine
resources.54 BOEM must "indicate why any specific recommendation of the Attorney General"
was not accepted. 55 A stale, local government or any "interested parties, including the general

49 43 U.S.C. § 1344(c)(1).

50 For example, in 2009, when the Draft Proposed Outer Continental Shelf Oil and Gas Leasing Program for 2010-

2015 was opened for comments by the new Administration, NOAA submitted extensive comments. These
comments included important information about the value and need for proactive multi-sector coastal and marine
spatial planning in the geographic regions covered by the Five-Year Program, several significant shortcomings
related to NEPA compliance, the need for meaningful consultation and coordination between MMS and NOAA, the
inadequacy of the Plan’s oil spill risk characterization, DOI’s failure to ensure oil spill response readiness, and
several other topics. Letter from Jane Lubchenco, Under Secretary of Commerce for Oceans and Atmosphere, to S.
Elizabeth Bimbaum, Director of Minerals Management Service (Sept. 21, 2009), available at
http://www.peer.org/docs/noaa/09_12_10_NOAA_Comments on MMS 5 Year_Plan.:pdf. MMS, however made
no meaningful changes to the 2010-2015 Plan in light of N OAA’s detailed comments.
51 43 U.S.C. § 1344(c)(2).

5z § 1344(c)(2).

53 MMS GREENBOOK, supra note 9, at 10.

5~ 43 U.S.C. § 1344(d)(1).

55 § 1344(d)(2).
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public" may also submit comments and recommendations after publication, but OCSLA does not
require the Secretary to respond to any of these comments.56

During Stage 2, the individual lease sale stage, OCSLA regulations require the Director of
BOEM, in consultation with "appropriate Federal agencies," to develop measures, such as lease
stipulations and conditions, to mitigate adverse environmental impacts.57 The Director must also
consider comments from "States and local governments and interested parties in response to calls
for information and [sale area] nominations.’’58

Consultation during Stage 3, the exploration plan stage, occurs after the EP is deemed complete,
and BOEM must send a "public information copy" to the governor and the Coastal Zone
Management (CZM) agency of each affected state.59 Each EP must contain a certification of
consistency with approved CZM programs of states that could be affected by the exploration
activities.6°

In Stage 4, the development and production plan stage, BOEM must begin consultation within 25
working days of receiving a proposed DPP or DOCD and supporting materials, assuming all of

61the statutory requirements are met and the materials are sufficiently accurate. BOEM must send
a copy of the DPP or DOCD to the governor of each affected state and to the executive of any.
affected local government who requests a copy. BOEM must also submit the DPP or DOCD to
the designated agency of each affected state for consistency review pursuant to the CZMA.62

Governors and local officials have 60 calendar days to submit their comments and
recommendations. 63 If BOEM rejects any of these recommendations, it must explain its reasons
in writing.64 Any interested federal agency or "person" also has 60 calendar days to submit
comments and recommendations to the Regional Supervisor.65 However, BOEM is not required
to respond to comments by interested federal agencies or other persons.

BOEM should be required to conscientiously consult with other agencies in order to apply the
best available science is used during all stages of the OCSLA process and to ensure that permits
it issues are in compliance with other laws applicable to marine resources and environments. To
facilitate consultation, all federal trustee agencies (NOAA, USFWS, USEPA) should be
designated as cooperating agencies in OCSLA. In addition, CEQ should revisit its regulations

5630 C.F.R. § 256.16(a), § 256.17(b).
57§ 256.29(b).
58§ 256.26(a).
59§ 250.232(a)(1)-(2).
6oBOEM, supra note 14, at 6.
6L30 C.F.R. § 250.266 (2006).

6,_ § 250.267(a).

63 § 250.267(a).

64 § 250.268(a).

65 § 250.267(b).
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pertaining to cooperating agencies to consider ways to strengthen the role of cooperating
agencies in order to enlist the best available science in the decision making process and to ensure
that BOEM (as lead agency) is required to respond in writing to cooperating agencies’ comments
and recommendations.

Finally, while the Marine Mammal Protection Act (MMPA)66 and the Endangered Species Act
(ESA)67 impose independent obligations on BOEM throughout the entire 4-stage process,68 all
too often lead agencies fail to take their consultation obligations under these statutes seriously
and MMS has been no exception. Although review and analysis of the application of these
statutes to OCS oil and gas leasing, exploration and drilling activities is beyond the scope of my
testimony, I recommend that OCSLA be amended to create a rebuttable presumption that
BOEM’s actions trigger consultation under both statutes for Stages 1 through 4. This approach
would ensure that NOAA-NMFS and USFWS are involved at critical decision points.

3. Amend OCLSA to require more comprehensive and detailed enviromnental review
commensurate with the scope, complexity and potential for adverse impacts of the activities
under consideration in order to improve agency accountability for good faith
implementation of NEPA.

¯ The current environmental review process for offshore oil activities is broken in several places.
NEPA provides the overall framework for the environmental review process and is meant to
"ensure the consideration of environmental impacts as part of the Federal Government’s
decisionmaking" and to safeguard robust public participation and transparency in the
decisionmaking process.69 NEPA requires federal agencies to provide a "detailed statement" of
"the environmental impact of a proposed action, any adverse environmental effects which cannot
be avoided should the proposal be implemented, [and] alternatives to the proposed action.’’7°

Moreover, meaningfial public review and comment periods ensure transparency and afford the
public opportunities to supply relevant information and question agency conclusions about
environmental impact and hazard prevention.

MMS led the NEPA process for offshore oil activities.71 But instead of thorough environmental
review of offshore oil drilling activities, MMS’s decisions to allow shortcuts at several stages
created an environmental review riddled with holes. Further, OCSLA does not guarantee
adequate environmental review of planning and leasing decisions, and in fact explicitly reduces

66 16 U.S.C. § 1361 et seq.

67 16 U.S.C. § 1531 etseq.

68 16 U.S.C. §§ 1371(a)(5)(A)(i), (D)(iii); 16 U.S.C. § 1539.

69CEQ, supra note 48, at 3.
7042 U.S.C. § 4332.
71CEQ also promulgates regulations that govern all NEPA reviews, and the agency enforcing NEPA for a particular
project develops more detailed guidelines specific to that agency. The DOI’s NEPA guidelines are found in the
Departmental Manual (DM). MMS is governed by a specific section in the DM. DOI, supra note 17.
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environmental review for the Gulf of Mexico.72 This weak environmental review fails to provide
decisionmakers the information necessary to make informed decisions and puts our marine
environment in jeopardy. CEQ’s recent report makes clear that the goals of NEPA are not being
met with regard to OCS oil and gas exploration and development activities.73 In this section I
outline the systemic breakdown of the environmental review process and provide suggestions as
to how to address these problems.

(a) The thirty-day deadline for review of EPs invites cursory environmental review,
and OCSLA should be amended to eliminate or at least extend this deadline.

The extraordinarily short thirty-day timeframe for EP review has been identified as the chief
reason MMS often issued NEPA Categorical Exclusions (CEs) for exploration plans.74 Former
MMS Director S. Elizabeth Birnbaum stated that this statutory obligation "very much limits [the
agency’s] ability to conduct environmental reviews.’’75

OCLSA requires that BOEM make a decision on an EP "within thirty days of its submission.’’76

OCSLA and its regulations do not explicitly state what kind of environmental review is required
at the exploration stage. "The Regional Supervisor will evaluate the environmental impacts of
the activities described in your proposed EP and prepare environmental documentation under the
NEPA and the implementing regulations.’’77 In contrast, at the Five-Year Leasing Program stage,
OCSLA explicitly authorizes staff and appropriations to conduct an EIS.78 The statute also
requires an EIS during the development and production stage for areas other than the Gulf of
Mexico.79

Since the statute and regulations do not stipulate the’ type of environmental review required when
considering EPs, and MMS has a very narrow window to conduct an environmental review,
MMS performs a Categorical Exclusion Review (CER) on exploration plans first.8° A CER is
the process MMS has used to determine whether an activity that would normally receive a CE

7~_ 43 U.S.C. § 1351(e)(1).

73 CEQ, supra note 48.

74 Although as the Congressional Research Service notes, MMS has prepared EAs for exploratory plans in other

regions within the time limit. ALEXANDER, supra note 13, at 11.
75 Hearing on Deepwater Horizon: Oil Spill Prevention and Response Measures, and Natural Resource Impacts

Before the H. Comm. on Transportation and Infrastructure, 11 lth Cong. (May 19, 2010) (oral testimony of former
MMS Director S. Elizabeth Birnbaum), available at
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IYRlfMP6bcM&feature=player_embedded [hereinafter Oral Testimony of
Birnbaum].
76 43 U.S.C. § 1340(c)(1); see also 30 C.F.R. § 250.233(b) (2009).

77 43 U.S.C. § 1340; 30 C.F.R. § 250.232(c) (emphasis added).

78 43 U.S.C. § 1344.

79 § 1351(e) & (f).

80 MMS GREENBOOK, supra note 9, at 29.
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may in fact have a significant environmental effect that requires more environmental review.81

MMS will only conduct an EA if during the CER it finds that more environmental review is
necessary.SZ Because drilling actually begins at the end of the exploration stage, thorough~

environmental review should occur to ensure that the environmental impacts of an EP are
analyzed for the specific location covered by the EP. Notably, the courts are not the place to
address this deficiency. In Flint Ridge Development Co. v. Scenic Rivers Association of
Oklahoma, the Supreme Court held that a thirty-day ~tatutory deadline in the Interstate Land
Sales Full Disclosure Act made it impossible for the federal agency to complete an EIS, and
therefore NEPA did not require it. 83 The Court noted that NEPA only required agencies to
comply "to the fullest extent possible.’’84 Because it is clear that the courts are not the proper
place to address this issue, the Commission should consider recommending an elimination or
significant extension to the deadline for environmental review of exploration plans.

(b) EPs should not be deemed "submitted" until all required content and analysis
are in fact completed, adequate for decisionmaking, and based on best available science.

OCSLA gives the Regional Supervisor fifteen days from receipt of an EP to determine whether
the document meets the legal criteria for deeming an EP "submitted.’’85 As previously discussed
in subsection (a), BOEM has thirty days from the date the EP is deemed "submitted" to conduct
environmental review of the EP, and this tight timeframe has been used as an excuse to avoid
meaningful environmental review at the exploration stage. One way to address this statutory ’
catch-22 is for BOEM to adjust its own practices in determining when an exploration plan is
deemed "submitted."

This situation is directly analogous to challenges faced with environmental review for land
development. Nearly all permit processing deadlines, including environmental review deadlines,
hinge on when the lead agency deems a development application "complete". Jurisdictions/lead
agencies that take regulations and environmental review seriously make sure that all permit
application documents and plans are completed and meet all policy and regulatory requirements
before deeming the application "submitted" or "complete" because they know that once that
determination is made, the permit processing time clock starts. Less careful jurisdictions may
stamp an application "submitted" or "complete" even though all application requirements (such
as biological assessments) may not be complete; they may even impose new deadlines for

81BOEM, supra note 38.
82 Oral Testimony of Birnbaum, supra note 75. (’Wlany of our environmental reviews are categorical exclusions. We

review that to determine whether there’s a trigger for us to do a full Environmental Assessment, which we did
actually on exploration plans for Arctic drilling.").
83 Flint Ridge Development Co. v. Scenic Rivers Association of Oklahoma, 426 U.S. 776, 788-89, 791 (1976) ("It is

inconceivable that an environmental impact statement could, in 30 days, be drafted, circulated, commended upon,
and then reviewed and revised in light of the comments ....In these circumstances, we find that NEPA’s impact
statement requirement is inapplicable.").
84 Id. at 787.

85 The three substantive requirements to qualify as "submitted" are: (1) "The submitted information, including the

information that must accompany the EP, fulfills requirements and is sufficiently accurate"; (2) the operator has
"provided all needed additional information." 30 C.F.R. § 250.231 (a) (2006).
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completion of those unfulfilled requirements. But this latter practice compromises the
jurisdiction’s/lead agency’s ability to make informed permit decisions and meet deadlines with
full information at its disposal. The regulations defining when an EP can be deemed "submitted"
should be adjusted to better reflect the need to consider environmental impacts at this stage.

(c) OCSLA should be amended to eliminate the use of Categorical Exclusions and
to require an EIS at both the exploration and the development and production stages,
establishing a stronger environmental review process.

As discussed earlier, MMS conducted a CER on the EP encompassing the BP Macondo well and
found that an EA was not necessary. According to the American Petroleum Institute, between
.2004 and 2008, MMS provided categorical exclusions to two-thirds of projects.86 Many of the
CEs address administrative tasks or activities such as:87

¯ "(B)(7) - Insignificant revisions to the approved 5-year leasing program."
¯ "(C)(8) - Administration decisions and actions and record keeping."

During a CER, if certain "extraordinary circumstances" are present, more environmental review
is required. Some of these extraordinary circumstances include having "significant impacts on
public health or safety," "highly uncertain and potentially significant environmental effects or
involve unique or unknown environmental risks," or "significant impacts on species listed, or
proposed to be listed, on the List of Endangered or Threatened Species or have significant
impacts on designated Critical Habitat for these species.’’ss

Here, BP’s EP underwent a CER where MMS found none of the "extraordinary circumstances"
applied to the EP to warrant further environmental review. Instead, MMS invoked categorical
exclusion (C)(10):

Approval of an offshore lease or unit exploration development/production plan or a
Development Operation Coordination Document in the central or western Gulf of
Mexico (30 CFR 250.2) except those proposing facilities: (1) In areas of high
seismic risk or seismicity, relatively untested deepwater, or remote areas; or (2)
within the boundary of a proposed or established marine sanctuary, and/or within
or near the boundary of a proposed or established wildlife refuge or areas of high
biological sensitivity; or (3) in areas of hazardous natural bottom conditions; or (4)
utilizing new or unusual technology.

86 Erik Milito, Comments of the American Petroleum Institute on the CEQ’s Review of MMS NEPA Policies,

Practices and Procedures for OCS Oil and Gas Exploration and Development 3 (June 11, 2010), available at
http://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/webform/API%20Comments%20-
%20CEQ%20Review%20of%20MMS %20NEPA%20Implementation%20(2).pdf.
87 DOI, supra note 17, at 15.4.

88 43 C.F.R. § 46.215; DEPARTMENT OF INTERIOR, 516 DM 2 App. 2, DEPARTMENTAL MANUAL-EXTRAORDINARY

CIRCUMSTANCES, available at
http://www.b~m.g~v/pgdata~etc/media~ib/b~m/w~/Inf~rmati~n-Res~urces-Management/p~~icy/im-attachments/2~~9
.Par.3 4227.File.dat/IM2009-044_att 1 .pdf.
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However, taking a step back, it is questionable that CE (C)(10) even meets the standards of a
categorical exclusion set out by NEPA regulations. This CE appears to go too far and effectively
allows lessees to circumvent environmental review at both the exploration and development
stages for activities in the central or western Gulf of Mexico. Further, the geographic areas
enumerated as exceptions to CE (C)(10) such as "areas of high seismic risk or seismicity" ignore
features, such as the loop current in the Gulf of Mexico, and thus makes impact determinations
regarding safety and environmental effects less relevant and spatially accurate when considered
in isolation of the oceanography. No court has reviewed CE (C)(10) to determine its
legitimacy.89

Notably, it seems that CEQ was aware of "an inappropriate reliance" on CEs by federal agencies
in February 2010 (and before the BP Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill) when CEQ released Draft
Guidance clarifying the use of categorical exclusions.9° It is apparent that within MMS there
was in fact "an inappropriate reliance" on CEs.

In a reversal of MMS’s liberal use of CEs, on August 16, 2010, BOEM Director Bromwich
directed the agency to "narrow its use" of categorical exclusions, including CE (C)(10), and
forbade the agency from using CEs for EPs that include proposals for activities requiring
"applications for Permit to Drill (APD) and involv[ing] use of a subsea blowout preventer (BOP)
or a surface BOP on a floating facility.’’91 The memo remains in force while BOEM reviews its
use of categorical exclusions for OCS oil and gas exploration in drilling. However, I would urge
the Commission that while this internal review is a good start, the reexamination of categorical
exclusions should encompass examining their use in all ecological regions, not just deepwater.
Further, the use of CEs for projects in the Gulf of Mexico should be permanently eliminated.
Instead, Figure 3 shows the kind of environmental review recommended here.

89 ALEXANDER, supra note 13, at 14.

90 Memorandum from Nancy Sutley on Establishing and Applying Categorical Exclusions Under the National

Environmental Policy Act to Heads of Federal Departments and Agencies 2 (Feb. 18, 2010), available at
http://www.whitehouse.go v/sites/default/files/rodcrosites/ceq/20100218-nepa-categorical-exclusions-draft-
guidance.pdf.
91 Memorandum from Director Michael Bromwhich on Use of Categorical Exclusions in Gulf of Mexico Region to

Walter Cruickshank 1 (Aug. 16, 2010), available at
http://www.eenews.net/assets/2010/08/16/document_pm_03.pdf.
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Figure 3: Proposed recommendations for environmental review (represented in green circles).

Requiring BOEM to conduct environmental assessments for exploration plans would produce
information that is too broad and general to meet the letter and intent of NEPA and even
OCSLA. Given the gravity of the decision of whether to approve an EP, including the
complexity of the operations that flow from that decision, the complexity of the marine
environment and the potential vulnerability of the marine environment to different activities, it
stretches the imagination that the information provided in a CER or EA would be sufficient to
create informed, transparent, science-based, decisionmaking that prioritizes hazard prevention
and resource extraction at the same time.

An EIS is warranted for most exploration plans and development plans. It should be noted that
EISs can be scoped and tailored to match the breadth and complexity of the activity under review
and the nature and magnitude of the risks posed by the activity. Risk is commonly assessed as
the product of probability and consequence--what might happen and what are the odds?
Sufficient information about both the relative likelihood of possible outcomes and their
consequences is necessary for a clear understanding of the risks posed by a given activity, and an
EIS can provide this information. For instance, if the area addressed in the exploration plan is an
area that has not been explored and developed in the past, such as the Arctic, it makes sense that
our federal agencies afford themselves and the public sufficiently specific objective and rigorous
scientific information and analysis, including characterization of risk, in order that our trustee
agencies, affected coastal states, and the public can meaningfully engage in the environmental
review process.
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Another instance where an EIS for the exploratory stage is warranted is when new technology or
technology With the potential for negative side effects is being used. We are now drilling deeper
and deeper in the marine realm into areas where we have limited understanding of possible
impacts, and it is critical to understand the risks involved and judge whether they are acceptable
before committing to action. Making such a judgment should be based on objective and rigorous
scientific information and analysis, including characterization of risk sufficient to inform
decision makers so that they know what the probabilities of failure are (including joint
probabilities) and the consequences of such failure.

(d) MMS used "tiering" and improperly broad geographic scoping language which
weakened environmental review at the Five-Year Leasing Program and Lease Sale stages.
OCSLA should be amended to limit the geographic scope of lease sales so that meaningful
environmental review can take place. In particular, the Lease Sale stage is a critical
decision point because that stage triggers both investment-backed expectations and
commitment of resources on the part of both BOEM and applicants. The geographic scope
of the lease sale must be small enough for meaningful environmental review.

When categorical exclusions are invoked for an exploration plan or development plan,
environmental review has effectively stopped at the leasing stage. Not only is the use of
categorical exclusions problematic because exploration and development are the stages where
drilling actually occurs, but environmental review targeted to those activities should be
performed prior to approval by BOEM. The use of categorical exclusions is also problematic
considering the general scope of the environmental reviews conducted in prior stages (Five-Year
Program and Multi-Sale Leases). The problems here are two-fold: an improper use of tiering and
a geographic scope that is simply too broad to lead to meaningful environmental review of
specific areas and activities.

Tiering is defined in CEQ’s NEPA regulations as "the coverage of general matters in broader
environmental impact statements.., with subsequent narrower statements or environmental
analyses.., incorporating by reference the general discussions and concentrating solely on the
issues specific to the statement subsequently prepared.’’92 Tiering is supposed to encourage more
thorough reviews at each subsequent stage while avoiding duplication of general information
found in previous environmental reviews. However, as applied, tiering has morphed into a short-
cut tool to replace a deeper environmental analysis at more geographically-targeted and
advanced planning stages using general information and analysis from previous, more general
stages.

Following preparation of the programmatic and Multi-Sale EISs, MMS prepared an EA for Lease
Sale 206 (Lease Sale 206 EA), which included Mississippi Canyon Block 252, the location of the
BP Macondo exploration well. This EA "tiered" off the previous Multi-Sale EIS by incorporating
much of that document’s findings by reference. MMS made a Finding of No New Significant
Impact, meaning that new information about the area in Lease Sale 206 did not change the

9Z 40 C.F.R. § 1508.28 (1978).
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conclusions it had reached in the generic Multi-Sale EIS93; in fact, the EA’s discussion of
potential oil spills was even more generic.94 In other words, even though the purpose of
"tiering" is to incorporate general information found in the earlier EISs and focus on more
specific geographic areas in later analyses, this EA contained more general, rather than more
specific analysis. This is exactly the opposite of what "tiering" was meant to accomplish.

Because the programmatic EIS and Multi-Sale EIS did not consider oil spills at the exploration
stage, when the BP Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill occurred, and the Exploration Plan received a
Categorical Exclusion exempting it from further environmental review, the potential for oil spills
at the exploration stage was never considered in the Gulf of Mexico. This entire approach
effectively avoids any sort of tailored environmental review of the planned drilling activity
where the exploratory drilling is actually taking place, turning the original purpose of tiered
environmental review on its head.

Compounding the tiering problem, the programmatic EIS and Multi-Sale EIS applicable to the
BP Macondo well both cover huge swaths of the ocean and therefore necessarily contain general
information about these areas. Figure 4 below shows the vast areas addressed in the
programmatic EIS. 95

93 MMS, MMS 2007-059, PROPOSED GULF OF MEXICO OCS OIL AND GAS LEASE SALE 206, CENTRAL PLANNING

AREA, ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT, 25, 29 (2007), available at http:llwww.gomr.mms.govIPDFs1200712007-
059.pdf. ’
94 ALEXANDER, supra note 13, at 10.

95 MMS, MMS 2007-003, OUTER CONTINENTAL SHELF OIL &; GAS LEASING PROGRAM: 2007-2012 FINAL

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT Fig. It-1 (2007), available at http://www.boemre.gov/5-year/2007-
2012FEIS/Figures2-1 thru2-6.pdf.
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Figure 4. The geographic area covered in the Programmatic EIS for the Outer Continental Shelf Oil and Gas
Leasing Program 2007-2012 is depicted in darker blue.

The Multi-Sale EIS for the lease sale plan covered the Western Planning Area and Central
Planning Area of the Gulf of Mexico. In total, the Multi-Sale EIS covered 87.4 million acres
(136,562.5 square miles) - an area nearly the size of Montana.96 Figure 5 below shows the
expanse of the ocean covered in the Multi-Sale EIS.97

96 MULTI-SALE EIS, supra note 30, at 2-4, 2-5.

97 Id. at cover page.
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Figure 5. Approximate area (136,562 mi~-) in the Gulf of Mexico that was included in a single Multi-Sale
Environmental Impact Statement. For scale, this region is larger than 46 states in the U.S.; behind Alaska, Texas,
California and Montana.

Accordingly, the geographic Scope of both the programmatic EIS and the Multi-Sale EIS can be
very large--far larger than the geographic scope of any EIS with which I am familiar for
extractive activities on land. EISs prepared for oil and gas or mineral leases on public lands
typically cover thousands of acres.

While it is important to have overarching EISs that encompass large regions of the ocean, the
Programmatic EIS and Multi-Sale EIS are not sufficient mechanisms for environmental review
to undergird decisionmaking on exploration and development in the OCS. The sheer size of the
geographic areas addressed in these EISs means that the review, for the sake of practicality, must
be general. There is value in having a document such as a Programmatic EIS that addresses all
potential areas of activity in a five-year span. However, standard NEPA practice involves
calibrating the depth of the environmental review (and associated mitigation and alternatives
analysis) to the specificity of the action/s contemplated for approval. Thorough environmental
analysis of each individual lease sale simply cannot happen when the Multi-Sale EIS produced
encompasses areas on the order of hundreds of thousands of square miles, and yet this is the last
environmental impact review conducted before lease rights are conveyed for drilling operations
in the Gulf. For this reason, the lease sale EIS should be required to contain a meaningful review
of reasonably foreseeable impacts for the exploration and development and production stages.
Accordingly, I recommend that the Commission consider the value of a more thorough
environmental review at the leasing stage by suggesting regulations that would limit the size of
the areas analyzed in the leasing EIS in exchange for a more in-depth analysis of smaller areas.
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4. Amend OCSLA to provide for "Stage 0" and "Stage 5" (comprehensive ecosystem
assessments and marine spatial planning, and oil spill response planning) to place oil and
gas exploration and development in the context of diverse ecosystems and uses of the coast,
ocean, and continental shelf. Explicitly adding these stages helps to addresses two
significant omissions in the OCSLA process.

There are two significant omissions in the OCSLA process depicted in Figure 1. The first is the
absence of an initial multi-sectoral planning stage coupled with a mechanism dedicated to the
development of relevant geospatial and scientific information. The second is the absence of a
clear strategy and process for dealing with oil spills, including low probability/high consequence
scenarios, when they occur. In essence, we need to think of Stages 0 and 5 of the OSCLA
planning and leasing cycle. This is represented in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Proposed amendment to OCSLA that would require a "Stage 0" and "Stage 5" in the leasing, exploration,
and development process.

Stage 0 would address the absence of an initial data collection and multi-sectoral planning stage
coupled with an ongoing mechanism dedicated to the development of relevant geospatial and
scientific information. Multi-sectoral coastal and marine spatial planning (CMSP), as envisioned
in the President’s recent Executive Order and the Final Recommendations of the Interagency
Ocean Policy Task Force, would provide a framework for: (1) identifying areas that are
ecologically and economically valuable for conservation measures or for other extractive uses;
(2) determining the compatibility of oil and gas development with ecological, economic, and
social well-being; and (3) directing new development toward areas where it will impose fewer
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risks--before BOEM identifies areas for lease sales in subsequent Five-Year Programs. If
prepared alongside multi-sector spatial plans prior to Five-Year Program development,
comprehensive ecosystem assessments (including analyses of ecological vulnerability, resilience,
cumulative impacts, and socioeconomic factors) could provide place-specific baselines for
environmental review at later stages of oil and gas development.98 With clearer up-front
characterizations of marine ecosystems, their functions, and their relative vulnerability to adverse
impacts, BOEM could better identify the likely effects -both individual and cumulative--of new
oil and gas activity and better design siting standards and operational measures to address both
small and catastrophic events.

Stage 5 would address the absence of a clear science-based strategy and process for dealing with
oil spills, including low probability/high consequence scenarios, when they occur. Developers
should be required to demonstrate that they are capable, both financially and technologically, of
handling low-likelihood but catastrophic-impact oi! spills. And BOEM should be required to
conduct a careful review of developers’ Oil Spill Response Plans before allowing drilling to
occur in order to consider the risk of catastrophic spills, the relative vulnerability of ecosystems
potentially affected by spills (including an accounting for their vulnerability to cumulative
impacts), the potential for multiple failures, and the availability of response equipment and
personnel in the event of multiple events occurring at the same time. Submitting Oil Response
Plans to independent scientific peer reviewers would provide a useful safeguard against plans
that do not reflect the best available science and technology.

5. Restructure BOEM to ensure that science capacity, currently housed in the same bureau
as leasing, is relocated to an independent office led by an official of equal rank to those
running BOEM’s leasing and enforcement functions. Failing that, the science office could
report to the head of the enforcement bureau to address the conflicting goals of expedited
leasing and rigorous scientific analysis.

To achieve a comprehensive baseline understanding and meaningful scientific assessment of
OCS activities, science must be well respected within the agency. Among other things, MMS
was responsible for resource evaluation, planning, and regulation of oil and gas activities on the
OCS. At the same time, the agency was responsible for collecting revenue through lease S’ales
and royalties. To the extent that enforcement of environmental and safety standards result in
decreased leasing and production, enforcement responsibility adversely affected revenue
generation and collection.

From its inception, MMS tried but failed to balance these conflicting goals when it came to
offshore oil activities. The investigation following the BP Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill suggests
that MMS favored the promotion of resource extraction over enforcement and science leading up

98 One way to accomplish this goal would be to build on the language in the Consolidated Land, Energy, and Aquatic

Resources Act of 2009 (CLEAR Act) and call for BOEM and its sister agencies to compile three consecutive years
of baseline data in a given area of ocean before BOEM may commence development of the next Five -Year
Program. H.R. 3534, lllth Cong. § 210 (2009):
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Good morning and thank you for the opportunity to testify.

Today I will provide you with an overview of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)

process and discuss how it relates to agency actions and informs Federal decision-making

associated with leasing, exploration and permitting of offshore drilling facilities. I will also

discuss the results of the Council on Environmental Quality’s (CEQ) review of the Mineral

Management Service’s NEPA procedures for Outer Continental Shelf oil and gas exploration and

development, on which we recently issued a report.

Overview of NEPA Process

This year marks the fortieth anniversary of the National Environmental Policy Act, a cornerstone

of our modern environmental protections. NEPA passed Congress with overwhelming bipartisan

support in 1970 and was signed into law by President Nixon. Congress recognized that nearly all

Federal activities affect the environment. Under NEPA, Federal agencies have an affirmative

obligation to consider the environmental impacts of their decisions, by ensuring that high quality

environmental information is available to government officials and to members of the public

before the Federal government takes actions that may affect the quality of the environment.

The White House Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) is itself a creation of NEPA. It was

established within the Executive Office of the President to work across the Federal government,

overseeing agency implementation of the environmental impact assessment process.

NEPA’ s environmental impact assessment process is a procedural tool for informed agency

decision-making that ensures that agencies look before they leap. The environmental review

process should begin when an agency proposes an action. The degree of review required under

NEPA is calibrated to the significance of the expected environmental impact. When an agency

considers taking an action that will have significant environmental effects, it must prepare an



Environmental Impact Statement, or EIS. If an agency is uncertain about whether a proposed

action will have significant environmental effects, it can prepare an Environmental Assessment

to determine whether an EIS is needed. In some circumstances, an agency may determine that a

proposed action falls within a category of actions that based on the agency’s past experience and

environmental reviews of similar actions does not normally have significant individual or

cumulative impacts on the environment. In that case, an action is categorically excluded from

further environmental review.

Each agency in the Federal Government is responsible for its own compliance with NEPA,

including establishing rules and procedures to implement the Act. To help with this, in 1978,

CEQ issued regulations interpreting the procedural provisions of NEPA. The purpose of NEPA,

as described in the regulations, is "not to generate paperwork---even excellent paperwork--but

to foster excellent action" [40 CFR 1500. l(c)].

Each agency’s NEPA procedures must adapt the CEQ requirements to the agency’s specific

authorities and decision-making processes. An agency’s NEPA procedures are not finalized

until CEQ reviews them and determines that they are in conformity with NEPA and the CEQ

regulations. Any subsequent revisions to the agency procedures are subject to the same CEQ

oversight.

CEQ does not review every application of NEPA, or the NEPA documents prepared for every

agency decision. Rather, CEQ periodically reviews agencies’ NEPA implementing regulations and

procedures, as well as agencies’ overall program implementation. For example, in February of this

year, CEQ released four draft guidance documents to assist all Federal agencies in meeting the

policy goals of NEPA. The development of our NEPA guidance preceded the Deepwater

Horizon oil spill, but--as I will discuss in a moment it has become an important vehicle for

incorporating lessons learned from the spill to improve NEPA implementation going forward,

both.at the new Bureau of Ocean Energy Management, Regulation and Enforcement, and across

the Federal government.

CEQ Report on MMS NEPA Procedures



Before turning to that forward-looking effort, however, let me take a moment to describe those

lessons we have learned from CEQ’s review of the NEPA procedures applied to the planning and

permitting decisions involving the Deepwater Horizon. On August 18, 2010, CEQ released a

report reviewing the NEPA practices and procedures used by the Department of the Interior’ s

Minerals Management Service for key agency decisions involving the Outer Continental Shelf

oil leasing process and the drilling permit for the Macondo well in the Gulf of Mexico. Given

the complexities of pending and future litigation, the report did not evaluate the substantive

adequacy of the specific NEPA analyses and documents. The purpose of our review was to

ascertain how NEPA was applied at key decision points, and to develop recommendations for the

Bureau of Ocean Energy Management, Regulation and Enforcement, or BOEM, to improve its

NEPA practices going forward.

Our review found that MMS prepared several NEPA analyses for the Gulf of Mexico leases.

Environmental Impact Statements (EIS), the most intensive level of analysis, were prepared at

two decision points. First, in April 2007, MMS prepared a broad "programmatic" EIS on the

Outer Continental Shelf Oil and Gas Leasing Program, which includes the five-year lease plan

for 2007-2012. Also, in April 2007, MMS prepared an EIS for the Gulf of Mexico OCS Oil and

Gas Lease Sales in the Western and Central Planning Areas, the "Multi-Sale" EIS.

In October 2007, MMS completed another NEPA analysis, an Environmental Assessment (EA),

tiered off the Multi-Sale EIS, for Central Gulf of Mexico Lease Sale 206. This is the sale in

which the lease was issued for the location that includes the Macondo exploration well. After

the lease was issued, BP submitted an initial Exploration Plan and a revised Exploration Plan for

the proposed Macondo well in the Mississippi Canyon Block 252 of the Gulf of Mexico. MMS

approved BP’s Exploration Plan following two Categorical Exclusion Reviews completed in

April 2009. MMS approved BPs drilling permit applications under a Categorical Exclusion.

Our report concluded that while MMS conducted numerous levels of extensive environmental

reviews, its NEPA process could be improved in some areas.



First, MMS relied on the "tiering" process, in which agencies can incorporate by reference

general discussions from broad environmental impact statements into later, site-specific analyses.

This practice helps the decision maker focus on the issues that are ripe for decision. But when

agencies rely on tiering, they must ensure that general information from one level of

environmental review is carried forward effectively and transparently in subsequent reviews.

General assumptions from other levels of review must be independently evaluated in the context

of site-specific environmental impacts. This way, decision makers and the public can fully

understand the possible reasonably foreseeable environmental consequences of all of the

agency’s decisions. In CEQ’s review, it was unclear and difficult to ascertain what

environmental information was carried through to site-specific reviews. In future NEPA

analyses, BOEM should ensure that its tiering process is transparent and easy to understand.

As part of its authorization of the Macondo well, the agency relied on existing Categorical

Exclusions for the decision to approve BP’s Exploration Plan (EP) and its subsequent drilling

permit applications. These Categorical Exclusions were established in 1981 and 1986, prior to

the deepwater leasing boom in the mid-1990’ s.

Although some parts of BP’s Exploration Plan included oil spill information pertinent to drilling

activities that include the Macondo well, the NEPA reviewers did not prepare a site-specific

analysis of the Macondo well’s location to assess impacts from a potential spill at that location.

When MMS approved the Exploration Plan, its knowledge of the potential for oil spill impacts

was tiered to previous NEPA analyses. Based on an extensive, documented historical record, a

catastrophic spill the magnitude of the Deepwater Horizon incident was not analyzed in NEPA

documents relative to the Macondo well. It is unclear whether relevant information about the

potential for a spill at this specific site, and its consequences, was conveyed to the decision

makers who applied the Categorical Exclusions to BP’s Exploration Plan and drilling permits.

CEQ Recommendations

Our report makes several recommendations to improve the environmental review process for

offshore oil and gas activities in the OCS. DOI and BOEM have committed to using CEQ’s



recommendations as guideposts as they continue their reform and reorganization activities. CEQ

will provide ongoing assistance to DOI in this effort.

First, BOEM has agreed to perform careful and comprehensive NEPA review of individual

deepwater exploration activities, and to track and take into account all mitigation commitments

made in NEPA and decision documents.

BOEM has also agreed to ensure that NEPA analyses fully inform and align with substantive

decisions at all relevant decision points; that subsequent analyses accurately reflect and carry

forward relevant underlying data; and that those analyses will be fully available to the decision

maker and the public.

In addition, BOEM committed to ensuring that NEPA documents provide decision makers with a

robust analysis of reasonably foreseeable impacts, including those associated with low

probability catastrophic spills for oil and gas activities on the Outer Continental Shelf.

On August 18, 2010, DOI and BOEM announced that BOEM will restrict its use of categorical

exclusions for offshore oil and gas development to activities involving limited environmental

risk while it undertakes a comprehensive review of its NEPA process and practices, and of the

use of categorical exclusions for exploration and drilling on the OCS.

BOEM recognizes that the basis for a categorical exclusion for these deepwater activities needs

to be reexamined in light of today’ s deeper drilling depths, more complex technologies and

associated risks.

DOI and BOEM also announced that the Interior Department intends to complete a supplemental

environmental impact statement in the Gulf of Mexico that will help provide information to

guide future leasing and development decisions. When that review is complete, BOEM will

announce a new approach to NEPA compliance that takes into account the joint

recommendations included in CEQ’s report, statutory and/or regulatory constraints, and other

appropriate factors.



Updating NEPA Practice

As I stated earlier, in February of 2010, CEQ released four draft guidance documents to assist all

Federal agencies in meeting the policy goals of NEPA. One of these draft guidance documents

addresses the use of Categorical Exclusions, like the one applied to BP’ s drilling permit for the

Macondo Well. Categorical Exclusions, or CEs, have been used by Federal agencies since the

late 1970s. When appropriately established and applied, categorical exclusions serve a beneficial

purpose. They allow Federal agencies to streamline the environmental review process for

proposed actions that do not normally have significant environmental impacts, so that they can

focus their efforts and resources on actions that do have significant impacts.

In recent years, the number and range of activities categorically excluded has expanded. The

extensive use of CEs, combined with the limited opportunity for public involvement in CE

application, has underscored the need for additional guidance in this area. Given these

circumstances, CEQ is increasing its review of agencies’ use of CEs. Our draft guidance

clarifies when it is appropriate for agencies to establish CEs, and how agencies should apply

existing CEs. The guidance calls for greater documentation and public involvement in the

process. And it calls on agencies to conduct periodic reviews of CEs to ensure that they are

being used appropriately.

Using this guidance, CEQ will work with the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management, Regulation

and Enforcement as it reviews its use of Categorical Exclusions for exploration and drilling on

the OCS.

Conclusion

In closing, the recommendations in CEQ’s report are targeted to ensure robust environmental

reviews for future oil and gas exploration and development, and the Administration is committed

to ensuring these activities are conducted in a safe and environmentally responsible manner.

CEQ worked productively and collaboratively with DOI and BOEM during this review, and



BOEM has committed to developing a new approach to NEPA compliance to improve the

agency’ s decision-making process and provide useful, transparent information to the public

about environmental impacts. I am committed to continuing to work collaboratively with BOEM

to ensure it applies NEPA in a manner that meets the goals of the Act.

Thank you for the opportunity to testify, and I look forward to your questions.
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I would like to thank the commissioners for inviting me to speak at this hearing. I would

also like to thank the three former MMS directors who have shared a seat at the panel

with me. My name is Tyler Priest. I am a historian from the Bauer College of Business,

University of Houston. I am also a member of the OCS Scientific Advisory Committee,

although my remarks today do not necessarily reflect the view of the committee or other

individual committee members.

The federal OCS program, administered by the Minerals Management Service (MMS)

since 1982, has long been the steward of the nation’s increasingly vital offshore oil and

gas resources and the public revenues generated from them. These are the second largest

source of revenue to the U.S. treasury after income taxes. In managing 1.7 billion acres

of public land, the MMS, now the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management, Regulation and

Enforcement (BOEMRE), is the nation’s largest landlord. In that role, the OCS program

has navigated through many controversies. More recent revelations of ethics scandals,

revenue mismanagement, and regulatory lapses have deepened the impression of the

MMS as an agency captured by the oil and gas industry.



Although the MMS has had its problems, and reforms to the agency’s organization seem

warranted, the concept of "agency capture" does not do justice to the complexities of the

modern OCS bureaucracy and offers little insight into the inherent problems of managing

OCS lands. A brief review of the program’s history may help us appreciate these

challenges.

During its early history, beginning in 1954, the federal OCS program was indeed a weak

partner, if not a captive, of offshore operators. A small, New Orleans-based staff from

the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) issued leases and pipeline rights of way.

Another handful of people from the U.S. Geological Survey’s Conservation Division

monitored operations and collected revenues. Both agencies focused on making OCS

petroleum resources "available for expeditious and orderly development," as the OCS

Lands Act instructed. In other words, from day one, the mission was to promote

development.

With no prior experience in industrial regulation and little knowledge of fast-changing

offshore technology, federal officials assigned to the Gulf in the 1950s copied the leasing

practices of Texas and Louisiana and relied on industry to draft new regulations and

orders. 1 "Environmental safeguards" were treated, as they were in the Lands Act, as an

afterthought, and lightly enforced. In 1969, the Gulf region’s lease management office

1Directors, BLM and USGS, to Secretary of the Interior, April 27, 1954, box 513, CCF, 1954-1958, RG
48, National Archives and Records Administration, College Park, MD.



had only twelve people overseeing more than 1,500 platforms. Inspectors depended on

operators for transportation to those platforms.2

3

In the late 1960s, the relationship between industry and the OCS organization was

transformed. Pressure from the Bureau of the Budget to guarantee that the nation was

receiving "fair market value" for OCS resources forced the BLM and USGS to devote

more money and manpower to performing independent resource evaluations before lease

sales. Those evaluations sometimes led to the rejection of bids that did not meet fair

market criteria.3

An even bigger change came in the wake of the 1969 Santa Barbara blowout, which set

the stage for the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and forever tied the

environmental movement to the OCS program. The Department of Interior quickly

issued a stringent set of new regulations, which were enforced by an expanded and

professionalized inspection program, using a prescriptive list of"potential h~cidents of

non-compliance" (PINC List). The OCS organization also developed its own

Technology Assessment and Research program to monitor changing technology. In

response to this new political and regulatory climate, Gulf of Mexico operators developed

the equipment and operating practices needed to ensure safer operations.

2 Richard Krahl and David M. Moody, "Gulf Coast Lease Management Program," Offshore Technology

Conference (OTC) Paper 1714 (1972); Donald Solanas, "Update - OCS Lease Management Program,"
OTC Paper 1754 (1973).

3 "Interior Edging Toward Control of OCS," The Oil and Gas Journal (April 29, 1968): 34-36.
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However, even as these new regulations were implemented to bring more caution to OCS

development, a countervailing pressure emerged in the form of the OPEC oil embargo of

1973. One official response, President Nixon’s Project Independence, was to accelerate

offshore development by offering more sales and placing new emphasis on resource

evaluation. An inherent contradiction between stronger regulation and accelerated

development was built into the program during the 1970s and has bedeviled it ever since.

The OCS Lands Act Amendments of 1978 attempted to resolve this contradiction and a

related problem exposed by the Santa Barbara blowout: that is, the benefits of OCS

development are distributed nationally, while the costs are often concentrated locally.

The 1978 amendments introduced the five-year lease schedule and provided for phased

decision-making with NEPA environmental impact studies (EIS) at each stage of the

leasing and development process. The amendments also created a new environmental

studies program to support assessment and opened up avenues for state and local

participation in OCS decision-making.

The efforts failed, however, to resolve the tensions between environmental assessment

and resource evaluation. Environmental assessment, demanded by local and

environmental groups, slows down the process and sometimes halts it altogether; by

contrast, resource evaluation, in the service of domestic energy production, is biased

toward expedited development.



It is no secret that the development bias has permeated both the MMS and the

Department of Interior. Watchdog groups see this as the result of the revolving door and

industry’s influence peddling.4 But it also stems from the basic mission and professional

orientation of many parts of the OCS program. This bias was strengthened when the

BLM and USGS Conservation offices were merged to create the MMS. The Area-Wide

Leasing system introduced by Secretary of Interior James Watt during the early years of

the Reagan presidency further reinforced the bias by opening up larger areas of choice to

industry and shifting environmental and resource assessment to the post-lease phase. The

logic of AWL was to "explore first and ask questions later.’’s

There were compelling geological and economic reasons to proceed this way in the Gulf

of Mexico at the time. But AWL antagonized constituencies elsewhere, leading to legal

and political gridlock just about everywhere outside the Gulf.

During the last twenty-five years, the Gulf of Mexico has become one of the most

dynamic oil and gas producing regions in the world, providing tremendous economic

benefits to the region and the nation. Both the industry and the MMS deserve credit for

bringing in valuable new sources of domestic supply, and doing it relatively safely, at

least until April 20.

4 See, for example, the Project on Government Oversignt, http:!!www.pogo.org/pogo-
files/letters!natural-resources!nr-doi-20100629.html.

5 Charles Frederick Lester, "The Search for Dialogue in the Administrative State: The Politics, Policy,
and Law of Offshore Development" (Ph.D. Dissertation, UC-Berkeley, 1992): 106.
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However, their success in the Gulf has led to a collective inattention, inside and outside

government, to the risks of deepwater drilling there. As domestic oil production declined

elsewhere and as other coastal areas came under leasing moratoria, politicians in both

parties eagerly encouraged development of the deepwater Gulf. There was not a lot of

opposition from environmentalists to this expansion into deepwater. The primary

opposition to the expansion of the federal OCS program in the Gulf had to do with the

reduction of federal revenue brought about first by AWL and second through the 1995

Deepwater Royalty Relief Act.6

The dramatic expansion of deepwater drilling and production in the Gulf of Mexico since

the mid-1990s occurred during a period of deregulatory fervor and fiscal restraint that

handicapped the MMS. From 1984 to 2009, the MMS went from about 2,000 to 1,600

total full-time employees, a decline of 20 percent. Its annual budget increased from $163

million in 1984 to $296 million 2009, but this was a decline of about 10 percent in real

terms. The $20 million spent on environmental studies in 2009 was less than half, in

nomial terms, of what was spent when the program started in the mid-1970s.7 This

contraction happened during a significant expansion of the MMS’s mandate to evaluate

new areas and analyze environmental questions surrounding alternative energy

technologies, such as offshore wind, which present very different challenges than

assessing the risks and technologies of oil and gas.

6 The Center for Public Integrity, "Big Oil Wields Ultra Deep Influence,"

http: / ]projects,publicintegrity.org!oil/report,aspx?aid=4 36.

7 Minerals Management Service, Congressional Budget Justifications, FY 1984 through FY 2009,

http://www.bo emre,gov/adm/budget.html.



Meanwhile, during this same period, 1984 to 2009, 3,487 production facilities were

installed on the federal OCS in the Gulf, double the number installed in the previous

thirty years of the program going back to 1953, and there were hundreds of removals of

old platforms, which involved extra layers of oversight.8 Crude oil production on the

OCS climbed by 20 percent to 492 million barrels per year, and production in 1,000-plus

feet of water went from less than 50,000 barrels/day to nearly 1 million barrels/day.9

Add to this the increasing complexity and expense of deepwater technology, it is not

difficult to conclude that the MMS was underfunded and understaffed in carrying out it

regulatory responsibilities. Thus we can see why it often allowed industry to draft

regulations, why it attempted to move to "performance-based regulation" that transferred

more responsibility to operators for safety, and why its use of categorical exclusions to

environmental assessments soared after 1997.

We all share some of the blame in this disaster. We all consume the energy produced in

the Gulf, but we have not all been mindful of the costs and risks borne by that region in

securing what domestic oil we are still able to produce. We accepted the plan to explore

first and asking questions later, and then we just stopped asking. As former MMS

director William Bettenberg was quoted in today’s Washington Post, "this recent spill has

8 BOEMRE, OCS Platform Activity, February 2010,
www.boemre.gov!stats!PDFs/OCSPlatformActivity.pdf.

9 BOEMRE, Deepwater Production Summary by Year,

http : / /www.gomr.boemre.gov /homepg/ offsho re / deepwatr / summary.asp.



prompted me to conclude I did not ask enough questions.’’1° Many of us are hopeful,

however, that the work of this commission will lead us to ask the fight questions going

forward.

I thank the commission for inviting me to present my views. If you have questions, I will

attempt to respond today or later in writing.

lO Juliety Eilperin, "Seeking Answers in MMS’s Flawed Culture," Washington Post (August 25, 2010),

http://www‘washingt~np~st~c~m~wp-dyn/c~ntent/artic~e/2~~~/~8/24~AR2~~~~824~6771~htm~.
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Chairman Riley, Chairman Graham, Members of the National Commission on the BP
Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill. Thank you very much for the opportunity to testify before
you this afternoon.

In addition to spending some time over the last three dozen years on Capitol Hill, the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, the U.S. Commission on Ocean
Policy and, in recent years, semi-retirement, I also served, from 1995-2001, at the
Department of the Interior in a number of capacities including deputy director and, on
two separate occasions, acting director of the Minerals Management Service. It is in this
latter position at MMS that you invited me to testify today and I am pleased that I am
able to be here to discuss the Deepwater Horizon oil spill and offshore drilling.

After reading numerous newspapers stories about the spill, watching most of your
hearing in New Orleans in July, and looking at the thorough testimony that has been
presented to you today about the OCS process and its history, I decided not to duplicate
what you have already heard and read but to simply provide some reflections on offshore
oil and gas development as I have witnessed it, occasionally as a participant observer,
over a number of years.

Thirty-four years ago -- almost to the day -- an event occurred on the floor of the U.S.
House of Representatives which at first glance may not seem at all connected to the BP
Deepwater Horizon tragedy but which, I think upon reflection, may say a great deal about
the political culture in which the relationship between the federal government and its
authority to regulate our offshore oil and gas industry has evolved.

On September 28, 1976, the Select Committee on the Outer Continental Shelf of the
House of Representatives brought to the Floor, a conference report virtually rewriting the
original 1953 Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act. The broad and comprehensive
amendments carried a provision which said, among other things, the Secretary of the
Interior is authorized and directed to carry out, under certain circumstances, an on-



structure exploratory drilling program. The Department had conducted an offshore
stratigraphic test program under the 1953 law which provided similar authority, although
it did not mandate it, and most of the work that had been done, under permits to
consortiums of oil companies, was off-structure where there was the lowest probability of
finding hydrocarbons.

The provision in the 1976 conference report being considered on that September day --
directing the possibility of a federal on-structure exploratory program -- was subject to a
very interesting debate, both on the record on the floor of the House and sometimes off
microphone and near the cloakrooms. As an unspeakably young staff person who was
there, it was an extraordinarily interesting experience and the recollection of that
particular issue and debate has come rushing back to me as we have all observed the
tragedy of the Deepwater Horizon blowout and oil spill.

The floor manager of the opposition to this provision in 1976 was Representative Pierre
(Pete) Du Pont, the Congressman from Delaware at the time, and later the Governor of
Delaware and a Republican presidential candidate. Mr. Du Pont was a very articulate
spokesperson on behalf of his position that you did not want the government to be
heavily involved in on-structure exploratory drilling.

Interestingly, the idea behind that provision had nothing to do with issues associated with
deepwater development. We were not anywhere close to moving into deep water at that
point. It had nothing to do with environmental protection or safety provisions. It had
everything to do with an issue with which the Select committee was wrestling,
specifically designing a bidding system that would most likely obtain fair value for the
American taxpayer from the exploitation of energy resources from the OCS. The
committee was taking a hard look at separating exploration from development and
production in the granting of leases based on one simple question: how can the
government offer federal offshore leases for sale to oil companies if we really do not
know the level or volume of oil and gas resources that may be out there? Seismic testing,
although in use for some time, was still in its infancy with respect to effectiveness and we
really do not know how much oil and gas exists on the OCS until someone puts a drill in
the ground. Therefore, the notion was to have the government set up some kind of
exploratory program in conjunction with the industry or perhaps on its own.
Congressman DuPont, conversely, made the case that you do not want government
getting involved heavily in the technical workings of the OCS. Yes, the Secretary of the
Interior should regulate but the government should not be overly involved in the pre-lease
assessment of resource amounts. You certainly did not want the government to engage in
its own kind of offshore exploratory technology. Those are private sector responsibilities.

The end of the debate on the exploratory drilling amendment, as I recall, was quite lively.
It tended to focus on whether the authority being given to the Secretary was mandatory or
permissive. Nearing the conclusion, Congressman DuPont slowly turned toward the
majority side of the House and said something to this effect: "My Colleagues, if you like
the way the Government runs the United States Postal Service, you will love the Federal
Oil and Gas Company." The air went out of the room; it was time to vote. Congressman



Hamilton Fish (R. New York), the ranking minority member, made a motion to recommit
the House-Senate report back to the conference committee, in effect, if approved, killing
the entire bill because Congress was nearing the end of its session. And that is precisely
what happened. The Fish motion to recommit was adopted and the conference report was
defeated by four votes, 198 to 194.1 It is worth noting that in the 94th Congress, when
those amendments where being considered, the Democrats had just come off a post
Watergate election of enormous proportions and controlled the House by 291-144, a
margin of 147 votes. It is clear that the politics of the OCS cut across party lines. And
we have seen it time and time again.

In some way, I now look back at this issue as one small indication that we were perhaps
at the beginning of the evolution of a culture of deregulation in the American political
system -- one that has lasted for at least three decades. I am not suggesting that this
government drilling provision would have been a good idea or a bad idea nor that, if
approved and implemented, it would have prevented the Deepwater Horizon explosion
and spill. Nevertheless, as far as I know, and I have been away from this process for
quite awhile, it was the last time that the direct issue of whether the government should
be more involved in exploration activities on the OCS was directly addressed by
Congress -- and the decision was NO. It took two years of more work by the Select
Committee in the House and the Interior Committee in the Senate, the election of
President Jimmy Carter, and the dropping of that provision to enact the conference report
carrying the 1978 amendments to the OCSLA.

I do think that the process that we were able to establish in 1978 has, over the years,
served us well although it is now subject to criticism, much of it justified. It had been 25
years before we got around to updating the 1953 Act and longer, now, since the OCSLA
was amended in the late 1970’s. As spelled out in the OCSLA, as amended, the
administration of the law for governing federal offshore has been characterized by the
Department of the Interior as "process rich" - and it is.2 Yet, notwithstanding clear and
distinct phases to the process and numerous environmental and safety safeguards built in,
we had the Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill. I hope that we have learned many lessons from
that tragedy and other OCS incidents because the time has come to modify and update the
OCS program, including its statute and regulations, particularly in view of the water
depths to which it is moving. Clearly we need to professionalize our inspection program
and to increase its budget and the Administration is talking about doing that. Obviously
you have heard from many witnesses who say that part of the problem is that we have
had a pretty good safety record in deepwater. That is true but it can result in letting
decisions go that need greater scrutiny, or as Professor Priest correctly noted in his
testimony, it may lead to a "collective inattention".

~ See Report of the Activities of the Ad Hoc Select Committee on the Outer Continental Shelf, U.S. House
of Representatives, 95m Congress, 2na Session, Report No. 95-1835, p. 9; Report of the Activities of the
Merchant Marine and Fisheries Committee, U.S. House of representatives, 94th Congress, 2nd Session,
Report No. 94-1784, p. 182
a U.S. Commission on Ocean Policy, An Ocean Blueprint for the 21st Centuo,, Final Report, Washington,

D.C., 2004, p. 354.
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We obviously also have had issues regarding assessing impacts of OCS development on
the marine environment. I just want to point out that NEPA was relatively new when the
OCSLA amendments were being considered. Sprinkled throughout the offshore oil and
gas law are provisions requiring that environmental impact statements be written and, in
other areas, there is no mention of whether NEPA applies. In part, this is because there
was an internal debate going on in Congress at that time that if you statutorily required
NEPA in one section, then that might lead to interpretations that the absence of a NEPA
mandate in other sections could mean that it does not apply to those. There are many who
assert that NEPA stands on its own and it is not part of any other individual statute; that it
is up to the federal manager to make a decision as to whether there is an activity that
significantly affects the quality of the human environment. And so there was a debate in
which sometimes the members of Congress advocating mandating NEPA in law won and
other times when supporters of NEPA silence were successful. That is why, in part,
there is seemingly mixed and uneven NEPA applicability in the OCSLA.

I have not been at MMS since 2001, some nine years, and most of my time, during the
late 1990’s into the beginning of this decade, was really a time of transition as more and
more companies made greater finds in deepwater. Clearly that is where the resources are.
We put forward deepwater operation plans and called for existing prescriptive regulations
be supplemented to require operators to adopt safety and environmental management
plans. That apparently did not make it through the process. I would note that during our
time a deepwater subcommittee was added to the OCS Science Committee to look at the
risks and scientific requirement for drilling in the deepwater environment. So there was
awareness at the time that we were moving into deep water but we were not quite fully
there yet and we needed more scientific knowledge and technical information; but then I
left the agency and I am not certain exactly what happened after that. I went off to the
US Commission on Ocean Policy and we took a broader look at ocean issues that
included a major chapter on offshore energy in our final report.

Let me conclude Mr. Chairman by noting that I will not use all of my time and will yield
to my colleagues on the panel. I think that it is quite obvious that the Department of the
Interior needs to adopt far better safety requirements in the administration of our nation’s
OCS program and to develop a stronger safety culture. But, I understand that it is so easy
to say that and so difficult to do. I would also add that I believe the industry has a
responsibility for developing a safety culture. You cannot simply depend on the
government to do it.

I also worry about the question of technology transfer and what can government agencies
know compared to what the industry can develop. It is a very, very difficult issue.
Finally, let me note that if you do nothing else, I urge you to make a recommendation that
the current 30 day requirement for approving plans of exploration be changed. There is
pending legislation on it. It was one of those compromises made in the 1978
amendments and it simply does not work as intended.

I appreciate the opportunity to be here today and will be happy to answer questions when
the time comes.
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Good afternoon co-chairs Graham and Reilly and other distinguished
members of the Commission.

Thank you for the invitation and opportunity to meet with you today. First, I
wish you the best in your investigation concerning this horrific accident.
None of our actions can ever compensate for the loss of 11 lives, but
together we are working to identify the means to prevent such an accident
from happening again.

I understand you have asked me to discuss in general terms my tenure as
Director of the Minerals Management Service. I further understand you are
seeking an understanding of the kinds of issues, constraints and challenges
that face a director.

It was my privilege to serve as Director from July of 2007 to mid-January of
2009. I am honored to share the table With former Director Liz Birnbaum
and long term Acting Director Tom Kitsos. We former and acting directors
represent a wide range of interests, experience and have served in both
Republican and Democratic administrations.

Our jobs were never boring or lacked challenge. Since its inception in 1982,
the dedicated employees at MMS have been instrumental in developing
secure and reliable energy from our Nation’s outer continental shelf and
collected billions of dollars that have fueled Federal and State programs and
the Land and Water Conservation Fund. OCS energy development provides
about than one-third of our Nation’ s oil and approximately 11% of our
natural gas.



While at MMS, we also made great strides in establishing the renewable
energy program. Following my departure, Director Birnbaum admirably
received that baton and continued to make MMS the leader in offshore
energy production.

Despite our varied backgrounds and interests, I believe you will find that we
hold many common beliefs. One is a belief that what the people of MMS
have done, and will continue to do under a different name or names, is of
vital importance to the Nation, as we are all consumers of energy.

One of the consequences of the Deepwater Horizon accident has been the
vilification of the great people of MMS. I have never worked with a more
dedicated, sincere, ethical and a "lets do the right thing" group of people. It
personally pains me to see the entire agency painted, by those seeking a
scapegoat, with a broad brush of blame due to the irresponsible actions of a
handful of employees.

I personally would trust the MMS employees with my safety, my money and
my reputation. These are people that gave up countless months to review
and improve our ability to accurately determine, enforce and collect
royalties. These are people that are on the front line when hurricanes wreak
havoc, death and destruction.

I personally recall that in 2008, four hurricanes swept across the Gulf of
Mexico, causing at times, nearly 100% of oil and gas production to be shut
in. Many offshore structures were badly damaged or destroyed, but there
was no loss of life and no appreciable spill of oil and gas from the outer
continental shelf. Those who oversaw these operations often did so
hundreds of miles from their families and loved ones.

Unfortunately, within any large organization, not all employees are perfect
and not all will behave in the manner expected by leadership or the public.
However, let me confirm what the Inspector General Reports have shown --
inappropriate behavior at MMS, while very well publicized, was infrequent
and involved a very small minority of employees.
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I mention the reports today because it illustrates how a director’s focus is
pulled in many directions. As with all agencies that include hundreds of
people over thousands of miles, the director is not necessarily aware of every
day-to-day activity.

I believe that we at the table today agree that it is not what you know that
comes up to bite you; it is what you don’t know.

The director provides broad policy goals and outlines; seldom are we
involved in routine daily activities. The routine running of the agency was
handled by the professional career managers. However, and rightly so, the
Director is ultimately responsible.

Inspector General investigations or GAO reports are examples of situations
that require the director’s time and attention. Over the years, MMS certainly
has had its share of those investigations and reports. When those
investigations and reports surfaced during my tenure as director, we
cooperated fully with either the Inspector General or GAO and once the
reports were released (which were often years after the event), we
disciplined those involved and implemented the recommended changes.

During my tenure, considerable attention, and consequently much of my
time, was devoted to the royalty determination and collection process, but I
know that such is not the focus of your mission.

The exact cause of the April 20th loss of well control and subsequent
explosion has not yet been verified, but it is my hunch, and I point out that I
am not an engineer, that your findings will include a series of poor
judgments and human error. Investigations, such as the one you are
conducting, will fill in holes of whether the regulations did not require the
correct testing, or whether correct safety measures and/or well design
procedures were not followed. Once that picture is clear, industry and
federal regulators must take corrective actions, if not already done so, to
avoid a repeat of this disaster.



This event has often been referred to as a black swan--an event that wasn’t
adequately expected and will forever change future exploration in the outer
continental shelf. But this deadly accident also changes how we view the
past. A missed inspection, or a quick approval of a procedure, which may or
may not be significant in the chain of events, now looms large.

As you know, all offshore energy production entails some risk and up until
April 20, it appeared that the safety mechanisms and safeguards in place
worked. The hurricane season of 2008 1 already mentioned is a good
example. However, much of the good news that we can say about 2008 is
largely based upon the lessons learned after Hurricanes Rita and Katrina.

For example, additional mooring requirements were in put in place
following 2008. Regulators and industry learn hard lessons from disasters,
and will no doubt do so now.

During my tenure at MMS, many leases were sold and wells were being
drilled in deeper and deeper water and at deeper and deeper depths. While it
didn’t get the attention of the royalty program, safety, both in terms of
human and the environment, was forefront. I think everyone connected with
the leasing and safety program knew that one accident could change
everything. We certainly see that now.

Through the lens of the Macondo well, it appears that the technology to
explore outpaced the technology to respond, but at the time, the track record
of safety measures and blow out preventers was well within the parameters
of reasonable risk.

However, then and now, one of the best ways to assure safety is to have the
best qualified and trained personnel involved in the permitting and
inspections areas.
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While I was at MMS, the oil field was booming, and we spent hours
evaluating possibilities to retain and attract quality employees. These efforts
included crafting retention bonuses, recruitment techniques, and imploring
OPM to approve a higher salary structure in the New Orleans area. While I
think we were fairly successful in the bonus arena, there was always a
challenge on our financial and technical resources.

It was industry, not government, that developed the deep water technology
and equipment and therefore it was not only necessary, but highly beneficial
to develop and maintain connections with industry in order to keep abreast
of and regulate the latest technology and safety issues. I never was under the
impression that industry was calling the shots, but we certainly sought their
input, and I believe rightfully so.

As you are acutely aware, this Nation is at a crossroads in energy
development. Your recommendations will help steer our energy economy.
While the Deepwater Horizon accident changes our perception, it hasn’t
changed the fact that we depend on a reliable, secure energy source at a
reasonable cost. It hasn’t changed the fact that we import approximately
60% of our oil. It hasn’t changed the forecast that even with greatly
increased emphasis on renewables, fossil fuels will still provide 3/4s of our
energy portfolio for at least the next generation.

Lengthy exploration moratoriums, de facto moratoriums due to un-defined
additional reviews of all offshore production will cost jobs, energy reliability
and energy supplies. We have already read the predicted job loss of over
23,000 jobs due to the current moratorium. Decreased domestic production
will result in more imports and higher fuel costs.

The challenge is how far to move the needle in additional oversight,
standards and regulations in response to this accident and not cripple our
efforts to produce domestic energy.

I wish you well in your deliberations.



In closing, I reiterate that it was an honor for me to serve the country and a
privilege for me to work with the fine people at MMS. Yes, the challenges
were great. Yes, the public recognition awards were, and remain, few.
Nevertheless, directing MMS remains a highlight of my career. As a
government agency, we provided service, in terms of timely responses to
permit requests, safety concerns and the need to wisely develop energy for
our nation. It was, and remains, a delicate balance.

Thank you for your attention. I look forward to further discussion.
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Good afternoon, Chairman Graham, Chairman Reilly, and members of the
Commission. My name is Liz Birnbaum, and I served as director of the Minerals
Management Service from July 2009 through May 2010. Let me start by expressing my
deep regret that the Deepwater Horizon accident occurred during the period that I
directed the agency charged with regulating offshore oil and gas development. It was a
tragedy for the eleven men who lost their lives, and for their friends and families, and an
environmental disaster for the Gulf of Mexico that will require an unknown period for
recovery.

I am happy to assist this Commission in any way to fulfill the mandate set by the
President. At this time, I would like to provide several suggestions regarding the
regulation of offshore oil and gas drilling, based on my short tenure at MMS.

The first and most obvious need with respect to regulation of offshore oil and gas
drilling is to upgrade technical requirements for equipment and drilling practices. We
reviewed a number of these technical issues during the month following the incident,
including requirements for blowout preventer manufacturing and testing, and standards
for well cementing and sealing. Many technical recommendations were included in
Secretary Salazar’s report to the President on May 27, and I believe that the Department
of the Interior has continued to consider additional technical requirements beyond those
suggested in that report.

I would recommend that the Commission support this ongoing review of technical
standards and consider an external review of the overall technical regulatory scheme as
well. It appears that MMS staff had upgraded technical standards on a regular basis over
time, but no comprehensive internal or external review of these standards had been
conducted in many years. Some regulatory improvements had been recommended by
staff during the years of the Bush Administration, but never made it through the process
to be finalized as regulations. For example, staff had proposed a regulation requiring
secondary trigger mechanism for blowout preventers, which MMS staff has long required
as a matter of practice in reviewing permits to drill. In addition, as development moved
into deeper and deeper water, and deeper and deeper formations, MMS never conducted a
comprehensive overhaul of the regulations to address the novel risks posed by these
activities.

But any set of technical standards can only serve as the first step in regulating oil
and gas development. The failure of equipment covered by such technical standards may
have contributed to the Deepwater Horizon incident, but it also appears that human error
- and the natural tendency to overlook danger signals when a high priority is placed on
the success of oil and gas production - contributed significantly. This has been reported
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repeatedly in media and congressional investigations, and the joint MMS-Coast Guard
hearings.

This brings me to my second recommendation; the Commission should support
the development of a body of regulation for oil and gas exploration and development
processes. Such regulations would be quite distinct from the technical standards
generally adopted by MMS m the past. They would address requirements for
communicating internally, for establishing written protocols and living by them, for
double- and triple-checking activities, and for providing incentives to internal safety
reporting.

I understand there is a body of literature and academic investigation in support of
process safety for industrial activities. MMS had only begun to address the issue when I
left. When the Deepwater Horizon incident occurred, we were in the process of
finalizing "Safety and Environmental Management Systems" regulations that MMS staff
had developed after reviewing the record of accidents and regulatory violations over the
last several years. Staff analysis determined that such safety systems would address
failures involved in more than two-thirds of the incidents. Secretary Salazar’s May 27
report to the President mentioned the prospect of publishing these regulations. I would
suggest that the Commission consider not only insisting that the regulations be finalized,
but also ordering a broader review of process regulations for offshore oil and gas.

Another area of deficiency that has become apparent in the wake of the
Deepwater Horizon incident is the lack of adequate oil spill response capacity. Despite
the reforms adopted in the Oil Pollution Act of 1990, the nation still has not developed
adequate oil spill response planning and basic R&D for oil spill response technology.
The Commission may wish to recommend reforms on both these issues.

As the House Energy & Commerce Committee’s investigation has shown, oil spill
response plans prepared by industry, and MMS’s review and approval of those plans,
were woefully lacking. In addition, while the U.S. Coast Guard is responsible for
implementing the plans, the Coast Guard has never acted on MMS’s offer to allow the
Coast Guard to review the plans before MMS approval. The Commission may wish to
reconsider the terms of the Executive Order implementing the Oil Pollution Act, which
split these responsibilities between the two agencies. At any rate, to the extent that
responsibility for oil spill response is shared, all responsible agencies should review
industry plans - and the reviewers must be held to a higher standard.

The second issue in oil spill response is the development of adequate clean-up
technology. It is a challenge to maintain sufficient research funding for technology to
address a problem that only draws public attention once in a generation. The Oil
Pollution Act attempted to meet this challenge by using a portion of the industry
contributions to the Oil Spill Liability Trust Fund to support oil spill clean-up R&D.
MMS has received appropriations from the Trust Fund to conduct research at the
Ohmsett test tank in Leonardo, New Jersey, and to support oil spill response training.
Clearly, the level of investment has been inadequate. This Commission should address



the issue; I would suggest that the Commission determine an adequate funding level and
then recommend direct spending from the Trust Fund to support R&D, under the
supervision of either the Coast Guard or MMS’s successor agencies.

Finally, I would like to address what I consider the most difficult issue in oil and
gas regulation - inspection of offshore drilling rigs and production platforms. I
appreciate the careful job done by Interior’ s Inspector General in her report on ethics
violations by the Lake Charles inspectors in the last Administration, but I think that the
most telling aspect of her findings has been underreported. The inspectors who had
accepted gifts from industry employees had extensive social connections, including
familial relationships, with those employees. Simply put, they all live in the same towns.
This is not point of criticism - offshore inspectors have to live along the Texas and
Louisiana coasts in order to fly offshore on daily inspections. And those areas are
dominated by two industries: oil and gas, and shrimping. Even if the agency brought in
a new cadre of inspectors with no prior connection to the industry or to the affected
communities, those inspectors would still have to live there.

Following the Deepwater Horizon incident, I heard some recommendations that
MMS should have had inspectors on the drilling rigs at all times to observe all activities.
While this is possible to do (there are a limited number of drilling rigs; this could not be
done for production platforms), it would require the inspectors to live on the rigs along
with the drilling crews. MMS inspectors could not fly back and forth on shifts - weather
would make that impossible even if funding were sufficient. Having the inspectors live
on the platforms would make them even more closely tied to the industry and drilling
crews.

Another factor contributes to the close relationship between inspectors and
industry; the training necessary to understand the operations of oil and gas drilling rigs
and platforms is not available in schools. It’s something like being an auto mechanic - in
order to understand how things work, you have to spend some time under the hood.
Historically, people with experience working for the industry have been those with the
knowledge necessary to inspect a rig or platform. The only way to eliminate this
connection would be to provide extensive on-the-job training for novice inspectors.

Even with that, there would be no silver bullet to eliminate the close connection
between offshore inspectors and the employees of the industry they regulate. One helpful
suggestion made by the Interior Inspector General is that penalties be established for
industry in addition to those for federal employees xvho receive inappropriate gifts.
Several other measures could reduce connections - requiring regular rotation of
inspectors (the Deepwater Horizon had been inspected three times by the same inspection
team), setting firewalls between inspectors and facilities where their relatives work,
monitoring the rate of violations found by various inspectors and district offices,
imposing moratoria on inspectors visiting facilities operated by companies that
previously employed them, etc. A combination of these standards combined with close
oversight will be necessary to ensure adequate inspections. The review of offshore



inspections xve requested from the National Academy of Sciences, which is due to report
out this fall, might provide further suggestions.

I want to thank the Commission for the opportunity to present these thoughts on
offshore oil and gas regulation. I do not envy you the daunting mission set for you by the
President. In order to provide recommendations that will ensure safety and
environmental protection, the Commission \vill need to go well beyond technical
standards to review all aspects of offshore industry practices and enforcement. I will be
happy to answer any questions.
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Good afternoon.

I am Jim Ellis, the President and Chief Executive Officer of the Institute of Nuclear Power
Operations, more commonly known as INPO. With me today is Dr. Zack Pate, who joined
INPO in 1980, shortly after it was founded, and served as the Institute’s CEO for many of its
formative years from 1984 to 1998. Also with me is Lee Gard, my staff assistant.

I am pleased to be here to provide remarks to this Commission. Materials describing INPO’s
organization, programs, and activities were sent in advance - and I will not review those
items today.

I am here today to address self-regulation in a high technology industry. I will first talk
briefly about the founding of INPO and then I will discuss the key factors that have enabled
INPO and self-regulation to effectively help improve safety in the commercial nuclear power
industry.

Before proceeding, I want to acknowledge the eleven crew members of the Deepwater
Horizon who died during the accident and express our condolences to their families, friends
and colleagues. It is vital that the lessons learned and the actions to be taken as a result of
this Commission’s work and other investigations help prevent a repeat of such accidents.

Three Mile Island and INPO’s Founding

The founding of INPO and the beginning of self-regulation in the U.S. nuclear power
industry came after the industry suffered its most serious accident - a partial meltdown of the
Three Mile Island Unit 2 reactor core in March 1979.

The event quickly became widely known as TMI, and the image of the plant’s cooling
towers is one that has remained with the industry even today. And while there were no
deaths, injuries or environmental damage caused by TMI, it did generate concerns and
reactions similar to those being addressed in the aftermath of the Deepwater Horizon
accident - including questions about the overall safety and integrity of the industry, a fear of
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the unknown with uncertainty about the causes and ultimate consequences, and a severe loss
of public trust and confidence.

At the time of the TMI accident, the United States had 70 commercial nuclear power reactors
in operation, with an operating record of more than 400 reactor-years of service without a
major event impacting the public. Following TMI, nearly 100 nuclear power plants either
planned or under construction were cancelled and no new permits or licenses for
construction have been issued in the U.S. in 32 years.

The Three Mile Island accident was caused by a combination of human error, equipment and
design problems. More broadly, the event showed weaknesses in the industry’s approach to
operational standards, training, the sharing and use of industry operating experience, and
emergency response.

Recognizing the need for prompt and comprehensive action, key leaders in the commercial
nuclear power industry moved quickly to form INPO. In fact, we were already incorporated
by the time the report of the President’s Commission on the Accident at Three Mile Island
was issued in October 1979, seven months after the event. Recognizing the need for credible
and authoritative leadership, the industry selected retired Vice Admiral Eugene P. Wilkinson
as the Institute’s first President and CEO. He had been Commanding Officer of USS
Nautilus, the first nuclear powered vessel, and was a stalwart of the early Navy nuclear
program.

This is an appropriate time to invite Dr. Pate to provide his historical perspective on the
formation of INPO, before continuing my remarks.

[Dr. Pate’ s remarks]

Thank you, Zack.

Though both INPO and the industry that it serves have evolved over the years, the primary
recommendations from that effort, known as the Kemeny Commission, formed the basis for
INPO’s cornerstone programs, which remain in place today. The four cornerstone programs
- Evaluations, Training, Analysis, and Assistance - are described in detail in the materials
provided in advance.

INPO is a nongovernmental corporation that operates on a not-for-profit basis. We
operate independently of the industry - and we avoid any conflicts of interest.

We, specifically, legally and philosophically, cannot act as an advocate for the nuclear
power industry - that is not our role. Our role is to help the nuclear power industry set
and achieve the highest standards of safety and excellence in operational performance.

Since our inception, all organizations that have direct responsibility to operate or
construct commercial nuclear power plants in the United States have maintained
continuous membership in INPO. Currently, we have 26 members that operate 104
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nuclear power reactors in 31 states. In addition, many international groups and supplier
organizations are voluntary participants in INPO.

We have a staff of about 400 nuclear power professionals, which includes about 60
employees on loan to us from member utilities. Our annual budget is $99 million, most
of which comes from member and participant dues.

I’ll now move on to discuss what we believe are the five key factors that have enabled
INPO and self-regulation to be effective in fostering the highest standards of nuclear
power safety at our nation’s commercial nuclear plants.

The five key factors are: Chief Executive Officer (CEO) engagement, a nuclear power
safety focus, support from the nuclear power industry, accountability, and independence.

CEO Engagement - gaining the support and personal involvement of the member
company chief executive officers - was a fundamental element in the founding of INPO.

From the beginning, INPO’s Board of Directors has been comprised of member CEOs
and other senior utility executives. Mayo Shattuck, Chairman and CEO of Constellation
Energy Group, is our current Chairman, and all of our other board members are CEOs or
Presidents of the nuclear operating company.

We have found that working directly with CEOs is vital to maintaining industry support
and responsiveness to our safety mission and initiatives. For example, we provide CEOs
personally, in the presence of their line management, with detailed briefings of every
evaluation conducted at their nuclear power plants.

We also communicate with and send requests for action on operational matters directly to
CEOs. Earlier this summer, for example, I sent every CEO a letter that described a
dissatisfying trend in recent nuclear power plant operational events, and asked them to
coordinate with their management team and provide me personally with specific actions
and response.

Every CEO also participates personally in the INPO annual conference, which focuses on
nuclear safety, and during which operational events and nuclear power plant ratings
assigned by INPO are discussed candidly with them.

The second key factor I will discuss is maintaining a Nuclear Safety Focus.

INPO’s mission, which has not wavered since its founding, is to promote the highest levels
of safety and reliability -- to promote excellence-- in the operation of commercial nuclear
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power plants. The distinction of promoting excellence, rather than regulatory compliance, is
fundamental to INPO’s role in raising nuclear power safety performance.

Over the years, there have been many suggestions and requests for INPO to become involved
in a variety of new issues, or with different stakeholders. And although each such endeavor
may have provided some benefit to the nuclear power industry, they also would have diluted
the attention and resources placed on our mission of excellence in nuclear power safety.

In the end, nuclear power safety is why we exist, and it is always through the lens of
improving nuclear power safety that we examine any potential new activities or changes in
the scope of current efforts.

The third key factor in effective self-regulation and improving nuclear power safety has been
the Support from the Industry.

The nuclear power industry understands and has accepted that a key part of self-regulation is
subjecting its plants to on-site peer reviews, which we call plant evaluations. The
evaluations are intrusive, comprehensive, and performance-based, and their importance
cannot be overstated. Since 1980, we have conducted nearly 1,200 plant evaluations, an
average of more than 16 at every nuclear power plant, inspecting them, on average, once
every two years.

The nuclear power industry participated in developing standards of excellence, and then
committed to meeting the standards. The strong industry participation has continued, and it
has played a key role in the numerous advanced standards and guidelines developed over the
years, but the leadership of INPO, supported by our Board of Directors, makes the final
decision on expected levels of performance.

Although INPO programs today are part of the fabric of the nuclear power industry,
gaining wide acceptance in the early years was not easy. Some nuclear power plants
questioned the technical credibility of the plant evaluation teams and were skeptical about
the value of INPO evaluations. We addressed these issues and overcame the challenges
by continuing to hire competent and operationally experienced staff, many of whom had
valuable experience as managers in commercial or Navy nuclear power plants. And we
continued to deliver plant evaluation reports that identified important safety and
reliability issues that - when corrected - improved safety and reliability, thereby
improving performance.

In addition to its acceptance and welcoming of INPO activities and programs, the nuclear
power industry supports and participates in self-regulation through INPO with
involvement in advisory groups, industry task forces and working groups, and by loaning
employees to INPO to serve in a variety of functions, including as peer evaluators.
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The support provides benefits to the individual organizations, as well as to the entire
nuclear power industry. By serving as peer evaluators for example, professionals from
individual utilities not only provide added and current experience to the INPO evaluation
team, they also gain insight into nuclear power industry best practices and take that
knowledge back to their own companies.

Through their participation peer evaluators also acquire a first-hand understanding of
INPO’s role and the importance of industry self-regulation. Over the years, more than
13,000 industry peer evaluators have served on 1NPO teams.

The fourth key factor is Accountability.

Self-regulation cannot be effective without an effective means of enforcement. During
1NPO’s first five years, we completed a few rounds of evaluations at every nuclear power
plant, and it was clear that not all members were responsive to INPO’s findings.

To improve our effectiveness, we had a group of senior industry executives - led by Lee
Sillin, former chairman of Northeast Utilities - do a broad self-assessment of INPO
activities. Their recommendations included toughening the language in INPO evaluation
reports, establishing a formal process for assessing the evaluation results, and assigning a
numerical performance rating based on the assessment.

Doing that enabled us to exert more authority and demand more accountability. It also
helped build our credibility with the nuclear power industry and with the regulator.

In addition, we changed our policy for distributing INPO evaluation reports. We made
the evaluation reports confidential, distributed only to the utility whose nuclear power
plant was evaluated. This change - from our initial policy of distributing all evaluation
reports industry-wide - provided for more open and candid interactions and discussions
of problems or areas for improvement. The confidentiality of reports has proven to be an
important aspect of performance improvement and nuclear safety.

Sanctions can come in various forms. Although INPO does not have the statutory
standing to shut down an operating plant, we, on several occasions over our first 15 years,
exerted pressure that influenced nuclear power plant operators to shut down or delay
starting up until specific safety issues we raised were properly addressed.

We also take formal follow-up actions when a plant exhibits a lack of responsiveness or
chronically poor performance. In one notable case, a company’s board of directors made
changes in its executive leadership in response to our escalating concerns about their
corporate management’s lack of responsiveness. There have been other situations where
companies have been unsuccessful in improving chronic low performance at their nuclear
power plants, and - through INPO escalation and pressure - changes were made from the
top down. In all these cases, our actions were taken with the full support of the INPO
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Board and the broader industry. It is this peer pressure that is perhaps INPO’s most
effective tool for driving real change.

Another incentive for nuclear power plants to perform well comes from the industry’s
collective insurance company, also known as Nuclear Electric Insurance Limited, or
NEIL. After the TMI accident, all nuclear power plants were required to carry insurance
through NEIL. NEIL, in turn, requires INPO membership as a condition of insurability,
and it uses INPO plant evaluation ratings as a factor in setting insurance premiums.

The fifth key factor is Independence.

For INPO to be successful in its serf-regulation role, we must be a part of the nuclear
power industry and a useful resource. But at the same time, we must remain independent
and work to high standards.

In particular, we need to be independent from any one company or nuclear power plant.
We accomplish this in the institutionalized ways in which we select team members and
distinguish clearly between our evaluative role and the many other collaborative
interactions and activities with our members.

Our mission is largely independent from the regulator - the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission - but it is also complementary in that both organizations focus on nuclear
safety. Over the years, the NRC has formally endorsed selected INPO programs as a
satisfactory means for nuclear power plant operators to meet certain regulatory
requirements. And INPO has provided the NRC with regular updates and
communications on topics of mutual interest related to improving performance in the
industry.

Results

Through its 30-plus-year history, INPO has continued to raise the bar for nuclear power
plant safety and performance and has been a catalyst for action on important issues.

Since the founding of INPO and the start of self-regulation in the nuclear power industry,
there have been significant performance improvements in essentially every measure of
safety and reliability.

For example, in the early 1980s, the typical nuclear power plant had a capacity factor of
63 percent. Capacity factor is the actual amount of electricity generated by a plant
divided by the amount it could have generated if it was operating continually at full
capacity.
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The typical plant also experienced seven automatic shutdowns per year. And it had a
collective radiation exposure that - although it met regulatory and health requirements -
we felt could be significantly reduced.

Today, and throughout this past decade, the typical nuclear power plant now has a
capacity factor above 91 percent, with zero automatic shutdowns per year, and
occupational radiation exposure about six times lower than in the 1980s. In addition, the
number and severity of operational events at nuclear power plants has dramatically
improved since then.

Self-regulation, however, is not a perfect process. Over the last thirty years we
occasionally find that - even with high industry standards, regulatory oversight, self-
regulation and INPO - a series of errors or omissions can align to produce an unexpected
major operational event or declining trend in industry performance. This reality demands
constant vigilance.

In response to these issues, INPO, with industry support, conducts periodic critical self-
assessments of our own performance, and we have, as a result, implemented many
changes to our practices. As an example, in recent years we have significantly expanded
our approach to dealing with organizational safety culture.

As industry programs have matured over the decades, the nature of issues often has
become more subtle, making it more challenging to observe and quantify. So in order to
maintain effectiveness, our evaluation process and other cornerstone activities must
continue to evolve and improve.

Today, we often engage plants in discussing difficult issues such as risk assessment and
risk management, operational decision-making, long-term equipment strategies,
leadership capability and development, safety culture, and corporate governance and
oversight.

Summary

In summary, we believe that INPO and self-regulation in the nuclear power industry
represent a substantial and successful effort undertaken by a high-technology industry to
raise its safety standards and performance levels.

We believe self-regulation has proven to work effectively in the nuclear power industry.
And we also believe the key factors to successful self regulation have been and continue
to be CEO engagement, a nuclear power safety focus, industry support, accountability,
and independence.

Thank you for allowing me to speak before the Commission.

I would be happy to answer questions.
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When the Three Mile Island accident occurred I was working for
Admiral Rickover at Naval Reactors Headquarters in this city.

Admiral Rickover, widely recognized by that point in history as
the Father of the Nuclear Navy, took a keen interest in the accident and
the new Presidential Commission and, of course, the lessons that could
be learned.

As soon as the TMI Commission was formed he negotiated to
place a senior staffer on the Commission. A naval officer, Ronald
Etychison, was named to that position.

Captain Etychison kept Admiral Rickover and others at Naval
Reactors fully informed throughout the six month proceedings of the
Commission, and through his involvement Naval Reactors was able to
keep abreast of the proceedings and have an input. Captain Etychison
was fully engaged with the Commission, and I know from personal
knowledge that he worked closely with Professor John Kemeny of
Dartmouth, Professor Tom Pigford of Cal Berkeley, and Pat Hagerty,
chairman of Texas Instruments.



If you don’t already plan to do so, you may wish to hear from now
retired Vice Admiral Etychison. Sadly, he is the only one of the four
people I mentioned who is still alive.

My doctoral thesis at MIT was on reactor safety. To a degree the
accident at TMI was the kind of severe accident I had studied. So,
needless to say, I had a high level of interest in the Commission’s work,
and as their study and conclusions unfolded, I made the decision to leave
the Navy and join the organization recommended by the Commission -
the organization that was to become the Institute of Nuclear Power
Operations, or INPO.

The first CEO of INPO, Vice Admiral Dennis Wilkinson took the
recommendations of the Commission very seriously, and INPO soon
began implementing those that were within our scope.

By the mid-1980’s INPO had a staff of about 400. We had
acquired capable people from the industry and from the Navy. By 1986,
for example, we had 78 employees who had previously served as
officers in the Navy nuclear program. These people brought with them
the very high standards expected of everyone in Admiral Rickover’s
program, and most, like Dennis Wilkinson and myself, brought a passion
for nuclear safety and excellence.

By the 10th anniversary of TMI we were able to say that INPO and
its member utilities had made considerable progress in improving safety
and reliability and in responding tothe Commission’s recommendations.



In 1989, ten years after the accident, we prepared a comprehensive
report that described progress on every applicable recommendation.
We sent a copy to each member of the TMI Commission and to a wide
range of government officials, including:

¯

¯

¯

the Secretary of Energy
the White House Chief of.Staff
the Chairman of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
and each of the NRC Commissioners
every Senator, and
every Congressman

Within a few weeks we received an advance copy of a press release that
Professor John Kemeny, chairman of the Commission, made. Key
excerpts from his March 28, 1989 release include:

Quote: "A decade ago I had the priviledge of chairing the President’ s
Commission on the Accident at TMI.----The Institute of Nuclear Power
Operations has just issued a Report of Nuclear Utility Responses to
Kemeny Commission Recommendations.----The Report takes up our
major recommendations one by one, and summarizes the way they were
implemented. The improvements over the past decade have been
impressive, and are very reassuring."

"We felt that what we wrote was important. We now know that the
Presidential Commission has made a difference."     End quote.

With that early history, and plenty of challenge remaining for
INPO and its member utilities, I turn back now to Admiral Jim Ellis.
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